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Abstract

The use of the finite element method within an optimization workflow
is fraught with challenges that limit the automation of such workflows.
These challenges are inherent to the traditional finite element formulations which are heavily dependent on a manual meshing process
that introduces variability that is challenging to account for within an
automated workflow. The recently developed flex representation method
(FRM) provides a salient solution to the manual meshing process without
sacrificing solution accuracy. In response to the development of FRM a
global automotive company requested a study to explore the applicability
of FRM to one of their sizing-optimization problems: the constrained
optimization of a wheel undergoing a rigidity test. In this study we
develop an optimization framework based on the DAKOTA optimization
framework, the open-source FreeCAD computer-aided design software,
and an implementation of FRM within the Coreform IGA solver. Within
this framework we demonstrate in the affirmative that FRM enables a
highly robust sizing-optimization workflow while requiring minimal
effort to prepare the FRM model.

Keywords: flex representation method, FRM, isogeometric analysis, IGA,
optimization, Coreform
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Introduction

The finite element method (FEM) is a mathematical tool used to numerically approximate solutions to the complicated partial differential
equations (PDEs) that lie at the heart of many scientific, mathematical,
and engineering fields. The application of FEM, called finite element
analysis (FEA), is an essential tool in the engineering analysis of natural
phenomena and consumer, aerospace, defense, and automotive parts &
products.
The central idea of FEM is that these PDEs are quite difficult to
solve by hand on even simple problemsa but become intractable if not
impossible to solve on geometries of industry relevance.b However, it is
relatively easy to approximate PDEs on simple shapes c so we discretize
complex geometries into an assembly of these simple shapes and solve
the PDE on each individual shape while taking into account each shape’s
neighbors. From the amalgamation of these approximated solutions on
each shape emerges an approximation of the solution on the original
complex geometry. These simple shapes are called elements and the
complex network of these assembled elements is called a mesh, which is
not to be confused with the process of discretizing the geometry which
is called meshing.
The mesh and the meshing process has a significant impact on
both the solution accuracy and the efficiency with which the computer
can arrive at the solution. There are certain elements, like triangle
and tetrahedrald elements, which simplify the meshing process to the
point of complete automation. However, these elements have several
inherent deficiencies that can result in poor solution accuracy and/or
intractable computations. Conversely, quadrilateral and hexahedrale
typically provide high solution accuracy at reduced computational cost
but complicate the meshing process — in some cases taking six months
or longer to mesh a single part in an assembly.
A 2005 study by Sandia National Laboratories found that their
engineers spent approximately 80% of the total time in an FEA project in
processes directly related to meshing while only ~5% was actually spent
by the computer solving the problem.1 Furthermore, this computational
time is “cheap” as the computer is able to work 24/7, nights & weekends,
doesn’t take vacation, holidays, restroom breaks, nor attends meetings.
The meshing process, however, requires an engineer to produce and
inherits the costs inherent in manual labor — namely that variability is

1

a e.g. vibration of a string.
b such as the vibration of an automobile
while traveling on a bumpy road.
c triangles, squares, cubes.

d a four-sided polyhedron with a triangle
for each side.

e square- and cube-like elements.
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high, regular pauses in work are common and lead to inefficiencies, and
trained analysts may have a sales rate approaching $200/hr.
The challenges associated with mesh-generation are exacerbated
when FEA analyses are embedded within an optimization study. During
an FEA-based optimization study the engineer often desires to find
the optimal size or shape of one or more features of a part’s design.
As the shape or size changes with each iteration in the optimization
procedure, however, a new discretization is required to capture this
change in geometry. While the steps an engineer took to produce a mesh
on a part can be converted into an automated process it is quite common
that even minor changes in a single feature’s shape or size will render
this process invalid, thus requiring the analyst to manually regenerate
the mesh for the current iteration’s geometry.
A new variation of the finite element method, called the flex representation method (FRM), has been developed by Coreform LLCf . FRM is a
novel technique based upon Coreform’s U-spline elements and allows
the analyst to simply embed the geometry of their problem within a much
simpler-to-mesh volume. This greatly simplifies the initial meshing process for the analyst and results in an automated meshing procedure that
is robust, if not impervious, to changes in the geometry. This robustness
to changes in geometry suggests that FRM has considerable potential
within optimization studies currently based on traditional finite element
technologies. In fact, one of Coreform’s key automotive customers, herein
after the “Customer”, has recognized this potential and has provided
Coreform with several of their recurring optimization problems that they
currently solve using FEM-based workflows.
This project will develop a reproducible optimization workflow for
optimizing the shape and/or size (as needed) of a wheel using the flex
representation method as implemented within Coreform’s software suite.
The open-source DAKOTA2 optimization software will be used as the
framework driving the study, providing both the optimization techniques
and process automation. A parameterized geometric model of the wheel,
as well as their specific problem definitionsg , will be provided by the
Customer. Within each iteration of the optimization, the parameterized
geometry model will be updated using FreeCADh . The discretized FRM
model will be constructed using Coreform’s “Coreform Cubit” meshing
software and then the FRM solution will be computed in Coreform IGA.
Finally, the objective function will be computed from the FRM results
and used by DAKOTA to generate the next iteration.
The deliverables for this project include the source files needed to
replicate the optimization study in DAKOTA and a description of the
DAKOTA implementation. The second deliverable of this project is
discussion of the observed behavior of the workflow, as it pertains to the
flex representation method. This includes studying the robustness of
the workflow and the attained level of automation, unresolved workflow
deficiencies, and the stability of the solution due to slight changes in the
FRM model.

f Coreform is the current employer of the
author.

g e.g. how the part is mounted in
fixturing, what loads are to be applied to
the part, defining the objective function.
h an open-source computer-aided design
(CAD) software.
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Project purpose
The purpose of this project is to explore the viability of FRM-based
size/shape optimization studies on practical automotive industry
problems, by demonstrating on a linear static-stress analysis of a
wheel rigidity test as provided by a global automotive customer.
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2

Background

2.1

The ﬁnite element method

A partial differential equation is an equation involving functions and
their partial derivatives3 and are perhaps best recognized by STEM
practitioners by their representation in strong-form. For example consider
the strong form of Poisson’s equation:
Formal statement of the Poisson’s equation’s strong form
Given:
𝑓 : Ω → R,
𝑔 : Γ 𝑔 → R,
ℎ : Γℎ → R
Find
𝑢 : Ω̄ → R
Such that
∇2 𝑢 = 𝑓

in Ω

𝑢=𝑔

on Γ 𝑔

∇𝑢 · n = ℎ

on Γ ℎ

(2.1)

where Eq. (2.1) is clearly recognizable as Poisson’s equation. Essentially, the strong-form imposes pointwise satisfaction of the partial
derivative statement in Eq. (2.1). Numerical solutions to the strong form
are largely achieved through the finite difference method, approximating
the derivative through truncated polynomial expansionsa about grid
points within the domain.4
An equivalent, but less familiar, representation of PDEs is the weakform. Consider the weak form of Poisson’s equation:

4

a e.g. Taylor series polynomial expansion.
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Formal statement of the Poisson’s equation’s weak form
Given:
𝑓 : Ω → R,
𝑔 : Γ 𝑔 → R,
ℎ : Γℎ → R
Find
𝑢∈𝒮

(2.2)

w∈𝒱

(2.3)

Such that for all

The following statement(s) is satisfied

∫ 





∇2 𝑢 − 𝑓 · w 𝑑Ω = 0

(2.4)

Ω

∫

(∇𝑢 · ∇w) 𝑑Ω =

∫

(ℎ · w) 𝑑Γ −

∫

( 𝑓 · w) 𝑑Ω

(2.5)

Ω

Γℎ

Ω

Where Eq. (2.4) is an initial step that perhaps most clearly shows the
relationship to the strong form in Eq. (2.1), and Eq. (2.5) is the final result.
While appearing innocuous, the statements in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are
actually quite important. In particular the first of these suggests that
the solution to the PDE resides in some, possibly infinite-dimensional,
function space. From the generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem we
recall that any continuous function over a domain can be expandedb in
terms of monomials5 .
Thus one can imagine an infinite set of monomial functions over
the PDE’s domain that, when combined, produce a polynomial that
“is” the solution of the PDE. Further we might imagine that we only
care for a lower accuracy solution by truncating this infinite set of
monomials, so that we have a finite-dimensional function space wherein
an approximate solution exists. This is the general philosophy behind
the Galerkin approximation method, written more formally as
Galerkin’s approximation method

Let

∴
Let

∴

𝒮 ℎ ⊂ 𝒮,
ℎ

𝑢 ∈𝒮

ℎ

(2.6)
ℎ

=⇒ 𝑢 ∈ 𝒮

𝒱 ℎ ⊂ 𝒱,
w ℎ ∈ 𝒱 ℎ =⇒ w ℎ ∈ 𝒱

(2.7)

b i.e., approximated with arbitrary
accuracy.
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And then we might consider that we can approximate the finitepolynomial, which is likely of very-high order, by approximating it
with (many) piecewise polynomials of (much) lower degree. This is the
thought process behind the finite (domain) element method, though this
is compatible with the Galerkin approximation method.
There are other important details of the weak form that we’ve not yet
discussed, namely that we’ve changed our goal from pointwise enforcing
a derivative statement to instead enforcing an integral statement over a
domain. Additionally, in the weak form for the Poisson equation we were
able to transfer a derivative from 𝑢 onto the trial function w between
Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5). This lessens the restrictions on the function
space, 𝒮, within which the solution resides. Specifically, notice that for
the inner-product in Eq. (2.4) to be finite that the solution, 𝑢, must be
square-integrable through two derivatives
𝑢:

∫

∫

𝑢 𝑑Ω < ∞;
2

Ω

(∇𝑢) 𝑑Ω < ∞;
2

Ω

∫ 

∇2 𝑢

2

𝑑Ω < ∞,

Ω

whereas in Eq. (2.5) only the first derivative of the solution is required to
be square-integrable
𝑢:

∫

𝑢 𝑑Ω < ∞;

∫

(∇𝑢)2 𝑑Ω < ∞.

2

Ω

Ω

The function space of all square-integrable functions over a domain is
the 𝐿2 function space



𝐿 = 𝐿 (Ω) = 𝑓 :
2

∫

2



𝑓 𝑑Ω < ∞ ,
2

(2.8)

Ω

and we can describe a family of function spaces called the Sobolev spaces
𝑑1 𝑓
𝑑𝑘 𝑓
2
𝐻 = 𝐻 (Ω) = 𝑓 : 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿 ;
∈ 𝐿2 .
∈
𝐿
;
·
·
·
;
𝑑𝑥 1
𝑑𝑥 𝑘
𝑘

𝑘





2

(2.9)

Using this we can formalize the statements in Section 2.1 by stating that
𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 2 for the former and 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 1 for the latter. This is critical as in the
first case, 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 2 , we must find a discrete solution, 𝑢 ℎ , that has a strong
continuity requirement: 𝑢 ℎ ∈ 𝐻 2 , while in the second case we have a
weaker requirement: 𝑢 ℎ ∈ 𝐻 1 .
This weaker continuity requirement permits the application of piecewise linear polynomial (𝒫 1 ) basis functions which are continuous (𝒞 0 ) at
their boundaries. These 𝒞 0 basis functions, especially the 𝒫 1 𝒞 0 functions,
are relatively straightforward to define on a domain discretized with conforming elements and this a primary reason for the proliferation of 𝒫 1 𝒞 0
basis functions within finite element methods, especially commercial
finite element implementations.
It is not always the case, however, that we can derive weak forms that
permit 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻 1 . A famous example is in Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,
which is based upon a fourth-order elliptic (biharmonic) PDE.6 In this
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case the solution of the weak form is restricted to be within 𝐻 2 and thus
(generally) requires a 𝒞 1 or smoother basis to converge. And in fact
𝒫 3 𝒞 1 Hermite splines have been constructed specifically for the purpose
of solving Euler-Bernoulli beams, and similar problems, in the finite
element method.7
Summary: finite element method
1. The finite element method is a technique for solving the
weak-form of partial differential equations.
2. The finite element method results in equivalence statements
between integrations over finite domains that are satisfied,
rather than enforcing pointwise satisfaction of the PDE.
Over this region of space the PDE is “on the average” satisfied
vs.
At these points in space the PDE is “exactly” satisfied.
3. The finite element method approximates the solution with
piecewise polynomials that meet continuity requirements
inherited from the weak-form.

2.2

Splines

A spline is defined as a piecewise polynomial function and while the
general notion of splines had existed for some time, Isaac Schoenberg
gave the first proper treatment of splines, coining the term in his 1946
paper after developing splines in support of WW2 ballistic calculations.8
The definition of splines then, implies that not only does a spline have
a polynomial basis but also that there is some description of continuity
with neighboring “pieces” of the spline.
In his work at Aberdeen Proving Ground’s Ballistic Research Laboratory, Schoenberg used his splines to approximate drag functions, and
their derivatives, calculated for different projectiles. Schoenberg found
that splines were an optimal approximation space for these interpolations and derivative calculations as they avoided many of the issues with
polynomial interpolation, such as the Runge phenomena.
Almost immediately the potential of splines to approximate functions
were recognized, first applied largely to interpolation & regression analyses. In particular the best approximation property was demonstrated
for spline functions and their ability to extend this property to their
derivatives was a key discovery.9 Following this work splines were also
investigated as a basis within variational methods to solve physics problems such as Euler-Bernoulli beam bending10 , plate bending11 , and even
quantum mechanics problems12 . Splines were found to be beneficial to
many challenging problems specifically due the fact that splines could
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Figure 2.1: A two-dimensional B-spline basis function constructed as the tensor product
of two univariate B-splines.

be easily produced such that they had high-continuity enabling their
application to weak-forms wherein the solution resided in 𝐻 ≥2 .
The development of the Cox-de Boor recursion formula (Eq. (2.10))
was a monumental development in spline theory as it provided a simple
algorithm that could be used to construct univariate basis-splines of any
uniform degree and arbitrary continuity. In addition to its immediate
applications for interpolation and regression problems it also became a
vital tool for FEA researchers dealing with the problems described previously that required higher-order Sobolev spaces for their solutions. Once
this efficient mechanism for constructing univariate B-splines was developed it enabled constructing higher-dimensional spline bases through
1D
application of the tensor product, 𝐵2D = 𝐵1D
𝑎 ⊗ 𝐵𝑏 , as demonstrated in
Fig. 2.1

𝐵 𝑖,0 :=
𝐵 𝑖,𝑝



1

if 𝑡 𝑖 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑡 𝑖+1
0 otherwise

𝑡 𝑖+𝑝+1 − 𝑥
𝑥 − 𝑡𝑖
:=
𝐵 𝑖,𝑝−1 (𝑥) +
𝐵 𝑖+1,𝑝−1 (𝑥)
𝑡 𝑖+𝑝 − 𝑡 𝑖
𝑡 𝑖+𝑝+1 − 𝑡 𝑖+1

(2.10)

Bézier extraction

The next major development in splines was Bézier extraction by Mike
Scott and Michael Borden.13,14 Until the development of Bézier extraction,
splines, even though they were known to be piecewise polynomials, were
difficult to treat within finite element environments as it was a non-trivial
task to treat each piecewise segment as an individual element within a
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finite element analysis code. Bézier extraction provided a simple and
intuitive approach for transforming between the smooth representation
and the underlying piecewise polynomial representation.
The Bézier extraction process effectively operates by systematically
reducing the continuity across the element boundaries, which creates
a new degree of freedomc , and a corresponding basis function that
had previously been linearly dependent on its neighboring degrees
of freedom. A single iteration in this process is often referred to as
knot insertion, while the complete process that results in a global 𝒞 0
spline (or in some implementations, a global 𝒞 −1 spline) is called Bézier
decomposition. Neither knot insertion nor Bézier decomposition change
the resultant spline; each knot insertion step creates a new splinespace that produces an exactly equivalent spline (albeit with different
parameterization). Because of the prior linear dependence of the new
node and of the exactness of this process, a linear transformation exists
that relates the new basis function to the original spline basis functions.
This linear transformation can be generated, explicitly, during the Bézier
decomposition process. This resulting transformation is called the Bézier
extraction operator.
In figure Fig. 2.2 we demonstrate the general idea of constructing a
transformation operator during a decomposition process. In the figure
we insert a node at the midpoint of the line segment, in other words
we subdivide the line segment into two subsections of equal length.
While the midpoint could be trivially identified via averaging the two
end-points, note that we can encode this subdivision via a 3 × 2 matrix
operating on a 2 × 1 column vector of the two endpoints.

Figure 2.2: Here we demonstrate a linear bisection operator. Note that the operator
could either be predefined or determined after 𝑁3 (green) is inserted. The process
of determining the linear bisection operator is analogous to determining the Bézier
extraction operator during the Bézier decomposition process.

The importance of Bézier extraction is not due solely to the extraction
of individual Bézier components, but also because of the ability to use
of the extraction operator to transform back into the smooth-spline basis
functions. This relationship is described in equation Eq. (2.11). We
demonstrate this property on the B-spline shown in figures Fig. 2.4
and Fig. 2.6 and refer the reader to Appendix B for a more pedantic
description.

c i.e., adds a node/control point.
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N = Cg B

(2.11)

Figure 2.3: The basis spline for a four-element, 𝒫 3 𝒞 2 partitioning of the unit-domain.
The element boundaries are denoted by vertical dashed lines. Note that some basis
functions, (𝑁𝑖 ), are supported (non-zero) in multiple elements. The portions of the basis
functions that are supported by a given element are colored by a unique color assigned
to each element.

Figure 2.4: Left) A single Bézier element consisting of four Bernstein basis functions
(B1 (𝑥)) and four equally spaced nodes, 𝛽1 ). (Right) The smooth-spline basis functions,
N1 (𝑥) and their associated spline nodes, 𝜈1 , which here are located at the Greville
abscissae.

First we define the spline space to be a partitioning of the domain
𝑥 ∈ [0, 1], into four 𝒫 3 elements where all internal element interfaces are
𝒞 2 continuous. The basis spline for this spline space is shown in figure
Fig. 2.3. A challenge with implementing a general, smooth-spline finite
element method on this spline-space is that, unlike a 𝒞 0 basis functions or
certain classes of 𝒞 1 basis functionsd , an FEA code would need to define

d For example, the 𝒫 3 𝒞 1 Hermite basis
functions.
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Figure 2.5: The basis spline for a four-element, 𝒫 3 𝒞 0 partitioning of the unit-domain.
the element boundaries are denoted by vertical dashed lines. Note that some basis
functions (𝑁𝑖 ) are supported (non-zero) in multiple elements. The portions of the basis
functions that are supported by a given element are colored by a unique color assigned
to each element.

two reference elements that the finite element code could reference.
Next we construct the global extraction operator (equation Eq. (2.12))
by decomposing the 𝒫 3 𝒞 2 spline into a 𝒫 3 𝒞 0 spline, the latter of which
is shown in figure Fig. 2.5.
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A key insight is to recognize that the amount of basis functions
supported by each element in the 𝒫 3 𝒞 𝑘 splines is invariant of the
continuity, 𝑘. Thus, as shown in figure Fig. 2.6, we can identify square
sections of the global extraction operator that operate on just the basis
functions for a given element. We call these sub-matrices local extraction
operators or element extraction operators and denote these as Ce
The value of these local extraction operators is made clear in figure
Fig. 2.4 where we show a single reference Bézier element can be linearly
transformed into a smooth-spline element. Not only does the local
extraction operator define the transformation of the Bézier basis functions
into the smooth-spline basis functions, but it can also be used to compute
the transformation of the Bézier elements’ nodes into the nodes of the
smooth-spline elements’ nodes. The overall effect of these local extraction
operators is that we can easily adapt the traditional 𝒞 0 finite element
method into a smooth-spline finite element method. For instance,
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Figure 2.6: Graphical depiction of global Bézier extraction operator, with local (elemental)
extraction operators, C𝑁 , denoted by colored boxes.

Algorithm 2.1 Computing the local element stiffness matrices in a
traditional 𝒞 0 finite element code.
1: for 𝑒 ∈ [1, Number of Elements] do
2:
for 𝑛1 ∈ [1, Number of Current Element′s Basis Functions] do
3:
for 𝑛2 ∈ [1, Number of Current Element′s Basis Functions]
do
∫
4:
𝑘 𝑛𝑒 1 ,𝑛2 = Ω 𝐵𝑛𝑒 1 𝐵𝑛𝑒 2 𝑑Ω𝑒
𝑒
5:
end for
6:
end for
7: end for
U-splines

The direct descendent of Bézier extraction is the development of an
unstructured spline formulation, called U-splines, that are based upon
Bézier extraction and the ideas it presented. The basic idea behind Usplines is that the desired continuity between elements can be described
as constraints, and assembled into a global nullspace problem. While the
global nullspace problem is NP-hard15 , U-splines leverage a prescribed
admissible mesh-topology and the properties of Bernstein-like basis in
order to incrementally, through a series of local operations, construct
member functions of the sparsest possible spline basis without directly
solving the global nullspace problem.16
U-splines take a general approach for both defining the spline space
and constructing the spline basis. While the details of the U-spline
algorithm are beyond the scope of this paper it essentially constructs the
Bézier extraction operator that transforms the 𝒞 0 (or even 𝒞 −1 ) basis into
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Algorithm 2.2 Computing the local element stiffness matrices in a 𝒞 𝑘
finite element code.
1: for 𝑒 ∈ [1, Ne ] do
2:
for 𝑛1 ∈ [1, Nne ] do
3:
for 𝑛2 ∈ [1, ∫Nne ] do 

4:
𝑘 𝑛𝑒 1 ,𝑛2 = Ω 𝐶 𝑒 𝐵𝑛𝑒 1 𝐶 𝑒 𝐵𝑛𝑒 2 𝑑Ω𝑒
𝑒
5:
end for
6:
end for
7: end for

the smooth spline basis. The U-spline algorithm removes the need for
artificial constructs, such as knot vectors, that have become standard in
spline theory but are non-existent in traditional FEA mesh-generation.
Instead, all that is required is a Bézier meshe , a Bernstein-like basis,
local/global specification of the polynomial degree in each element, and
local/global specification of desired continuity of the element interfaces.
Given these inputs the U-spline algorithm returns linear combinations
of Bernstein coefficients that describe U-spline basis functions that span
that spline space. In this way we might consider U-splines to be “true”
basis splines in that they meet the definition laid out by Schoenberg and
championed by de Boor.17,18
Summary: splines
1. Enforcing continuity between piecewise polynomials is generally NP-hard, leading to the historical development of
algorithms on simple spline spaces.
2. Bézier extraction provides an “element point-of-view”,
which is standard in FEM, to be applied to spline basis
functions and simplifies the use of spline basis in FEM.
3. U-splines are a general approach to building splines over
unstructured meshes and are built upon the Bézier extraction
technology.

2.3

The hexahedral meshing challenge

The next question to ask is how to discretize a domain into finite elements
upon which we will build our basis. This is trivial for 1-D domains as we
can merely place element boundaries along the domain’s range from one
extent to the other. It is more difficult, algorithmically, to build meshes
on surfaces while maintaining minimum “quality” metrics on the mesh.
The most common quality metric is the requirement that all elements
have a positive Jacobian on their domain. Generating a triangular mesh
is most commonly performed by utilizing Delaunay triangulation.19

e i.e., a 𝒞 0 mesh.
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(b) The boundary edges are meshed.

(c) Layers of quadrilateral elements are laid- (d) The completed all-quadrilateral mesh.
down like bricks on the front of the mesh.
Figure 2.7: Overview of the paving meshing-algorithm for surfaces.

The Delaunay triangulation algorithm, developed by Boris Delaunay
in the 1930s, is able to produce planar triangular meshes that optimize
certain quality criteria and while the meshes it produces on non-planar
surfaces or, in its extension to Delaunay tetrahedralization for 3D meshgeneration, volumetric domains are not optimal these meshes are still
typically useful either in analysis or to serve as an initial parameterization for more sophisticated triangular/tetrahedral mesh generation
algorithms.20
Quality quadrilateral mesh generation on surfaces proved more
challenging to produce than their simplicial cousins. Indirect methods,
such as first performing Delaunay triangulation and the subdividing each
triangle into three quadrilaterals, typically produce meshes of unusably
poor quality for finite element analysis. In the late 1980s through the
early 1990s an all-quadrilateral meshing algorithm called paving was
developed by BYU graduate student Ted Blacker and Prof. Michael
Stephenson.21
The paving algorithm, demonstrated in Fig. 2.7, begins by meshing the
boundary loops of the surface and then begins laying down quadrilaterals
at the mesh-front, first along each boundary and then advancing inwards,
in a manner resembling paving a town-square with bricks.f Paving was
the first all-quadrilateral meshing algorithm that was largely accepted by
the FEA community as it not only guaranteed that any valid surface could
be meshedg but also that the meshes it produced were of high-quality.
Producing volumetric meshes using tetrahedral elements is somewhat
more challenging than triangle mesh generation, largely due to the
previously mentioned loss of optimality in entities of greater than twodimensions. As a tetrahedron is the simplex in 3D, any 𝒫 1 tetrahedral
mesh on a valid manifold can be guaranteed to have a positive Jacobianh .

f Hence the name: “paving.”

g The only criteria being that an even
number of nodes exist on each boundary,
if an odd number of nodes exist one
simply needs to add/remove a single
node.
h Any 𝒫 1 mesh with a negative Jacobin
can be trivially “flipped” to have a
positive Jacobian.
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(a) Boundary triangle mesh produced via (b) Volumetric tetrahedral mesh produced
Delaunay triangulation.
via Delaunay tetrahedralization seeded by
the boundary mesh in Fig. 2.8a.
Figure 2.8: Tetrahedral mesh generation.

Figure 2.9: There are no known hexahedral meshing algorithms that can produce a
quality mesh on this boundary quadrangulation.

Additionally, a tetrahedralization can always be found from a valid
boundary triangulation using Delaunay triangulation as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.8. These properties mean that in practice, tetrahedral mesh
generation can be fully-automated and be guaranteed to produce a quality
mesh, even if such a mesh may be computationally expensive.
Compared to the relative ease to produce tetrahedral meshes, hexahedral mesh generation is extremely expensive for all but trivial geometries.
Whereas for 1D, 2D tri/quad, and 3D tetrahedral mesh generation it
is known how to produce quality meshes starting with a mesh on the
boundary of the domain, no such algorithm is known that can produce
a hexahedral mesh from a provided quadrilateral boundary mesh. It
is known that for hexahedral mesh generation on arbitrary volumes
that two types of “voids” can remain on the mesh-front,i on which the
state-of-the-art hexahedral meshing algorithms fail.22
In lieu of fully automated, quality hex-mesh generation algorithms
the predominant algorithms are based upon manual decomposition
of a complex volume into simpler volumes for which hex-meshing
algorithms do exist.23 Even in these cases however, the complexity of the
geometry may be such that no decomposition can be constructed that

i the octagonal spindle and Schneider’s
pyramid.
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(a) A portion of a more complex geometry, featuring (b) Detail of decomposed refillets with double- and “triple”-curvature.
gion of the geometry showing
an unusably-poor hex-mesh.
Figure 2.10: Decomposition of geometry is not sufficient for hex-mesh generation.
Simplification of the geometry is necessary to produce a quality hex mesh.

Figure 2.11: Defeaturing of the geometry in Fig. 2.10a permits quality hex-mesh
generation.

permits a quality hex mesh, one such geometry is shown in Fig. 2.10.
In this example a complex network of fillets results in a geometry
that can’t be decomposed into a quality hexahedral mesh. Instead,
the geometry needs to also be defeatured, that is the fillets should be
removed from the model to permit a quality hex-mesh as shown in
Fig. 2.11. The amalgamation of these various issues associated with
hex-meshing directly leads to enormous effort required to produce hexmeshes, sensitivity in the process to slight variations in the geometry,
and analyses being performed on geometries that are often significantly
different from the actual geometry of the realized components.
Given the challenges associated with hexahedral meshing compared
to tetrahedral meshes, why are hexahedral elements used in FEA and
why will a hexahedral meshing strategy be pursued in this project? The
customer’s ultimate goal is to explore the FRM technique as a basis for
optimization of nonlinear mechanics problems such as problems that
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involve extreme deformation, plasticity, and contact.
Additionally, it is widely known that linear tetrahedral elements
are inaccurate at solving solid-mechanics problems24 and while higherorder (𝒫 2 ) tetrahedral elements have been shown to be accurate in solid
mechanics problems they are typically significantly more expensive than
hexahedral elements25 and still have challenges solving problems with
nearly-incompressible materials, including isochoric plasticity, and in
problems with significant bending.26 These are representative of the
types of problems for which the Customer wishes to improve their
optimization capabilities.
Another reason to prefer hexahedral (quadrilateral) meshes is that
they more readily admit maximally-smooth splines than tetrahedral
(triangular) meshes. As previously discussed tensor-product B-splines, Usplines, and other splines based on quad/hex layouts readily admit splinespaces of type 𝒫 𝑝 𝒞 𝑝−1 . Conversely, as early as 1973 it was recognized that
tetrahedral meshes would require high-degree, such as 𝒫 9 just to obtain
𝒞 1 smoothness27 and 𝒫 5 for the same continuity on triangles. Further
developments have provided 𝒫 8 𝒞 1 [28], 𝒫 7 𝒞 1 [29], 𝒫 5 𝒞 1 [30], 𝒫 3 𝒞 1 [31],
and 𝒫 2 𝒞 1 [32] tetrahedral splines on special partitions. However for
general tetrahedral meshes, the most useful for automated meshing,
𝒫 9 𝒞 1 is still required.33
Summary: hexahedral mesh generation
1. Unlike other element types the generation of high-quality
hexahedral meshes is an unsolved problem.
2. The use of hexahedral meshes in optimization routines
utilizing traditional FEA approaches introduces fragility.
3. Hexahedral meshes tend to perform better in solidmechanics applications than tetrahedral meshes.
4. Hexahedral meshes readily admit maximally-smooth splines,
such as U-splines, while it is difficult to build splines on
tetrahedral meshes and generally requires very-high degree
(𝑝 = 9) for even once-differentiable continuity.

2.4

Isogeometric analysis

In an effort to address enormous effort spent by FEA analysts preparing
simulation models and the errors brought upon by simplifying CAD
geometry for hex-meshing, Hughes et al. proposed a framework called
isogeometric analysis (IGA) that would use the same spline basis functions used to describe CAD objects within the finite element method.
While the idea to use splines within the finite element method, or other
variational methods, did not originate with the development of IGA,
the publication of the seminal paper34 and corresponding book35 led
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to a renewed and expanded interest in spline basis functions within
FEM. Specifically IGA was envisioned on the use of non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) which are the foundational spline used within
mechanical CAD applications. To define the surfaces of a CAD part a
NURBS surface is constructed from the tensor-product of two univariate
NURBS curves36,37 . And to form a volumetric finite element, a second
tensor product is taken between the constructed surface and a third
NURBS curve thus forming a hexahedral NURBS element.
In spite of the advances made in the field of IGA there remains a
central problem that limits the usefulness of the method, namely that
hexahedral mesh generation remains unsolved and most IGA methods
are based upon tensor-product splines.38 Thus producing an IGA mesh
often still requires the defeaturing of the original CAD model, resulting
in the final IGA simulation being isogeometric not to the original CAD
model as was originally intended, but rather to a derivative model. Thus
the primary goal of reducing model uncertainty and meshing-time has
remained unsolved by traditional IGA techniques.

2.5

The ﬂex representation method

The flex representation method is a direct response to the challenges
that have resisted solutions even by traditional isogeometric analysis.
Chief among these remaining challenges is the model preparation time,
specifically the amount of time required to generate a mesh on the
target geometry. Where FRM deviates from traditional FEA and IGA
approaches is that it removes the constraint that the computational
domain (i.e. mesh) conform to the physical domain (i.e. geometry). By
relaxing this constraint it provides the analyst a simpler-to-mesh domain
and then uses the beneficial properties of U-splines to maximize the
accuracy and robustness of the solution.39 This is of critical importance to
the optimization workflow that is at the center of this project as it ensures
that as the geometry changes throughout on each iteration that the mesh
will either not require updating at all or will be trivial to regenerate.
One point of emphasis in this project is to investigate the sensitivity
of the optimization process to various FRM modeling strategies. The
spectrum of different modeling approaches, the level to which the
physical domain and the computational domain (aka envelope domain)
differ, allowing the analyst to choose the optimal level of effort to generate
a mesh for a given problem. In all cases, the approximation power of
the higher-order, smooth, locally-adaptive U-spline basis will continue
to produce accurate solutions. The set of all potential flex modeling
approaches for a given problem is called the flex spectrum and is denoted
←
→
by ℱ and a unique instance within the spectrum as referred to as ℱ𝑖 .
By convention, ℱ0¯ is used to represent the fully-featured, body-fitted
approach (shown in Fig. 2.12a); ℱ0 to represent the partially defeatured,
body-fitted approach (shown in Fig. 2.12b); and ℱ∞ to represent a
traditional fully-immersed approach where all geometric features are
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retained but immersed in a background mesh. These symbols represent
←
→
the extrema of ℱ . Positive integers are then used to communicate the
←
→
ordering of instances or indexing along the interior of ℱ , with larger
indices suggesting higher levels of immersion. A single flex model in
←
→
the interior of ℱ is denoted by ℱ𝑖 .
Example

In the example shown in Figs. 2.12 to 2.15, an experienced analyst has
←
→
devised five potential simulations within ℱ . In Fig. 2.12, the features
that the analyst has selected for defeaturing (light highlight), immersion
(medium highlight), or body-fitting (dark highlight) are shown. Note that
in none of these examples is the model both defeatured (thus modifying
the physical domain) and immersed. This combination is possible within
the flex spectrum, but omitted here for simplicity.
ℱ0¯ : In ℱ0¯ , shown in Figs. 2.12a, 2.13a and 2.14a, no surfaces have been
selected for defeaturing or immersion. In other words, the envelope
domain, shown in Fig. 2.13a, is equivalent to the physical domain.
For an experienced analyst, producing the mesh for ℱ0¯ , shown in
Fig. 2.14a, requires approximately twelve labor hours. This estimate
includes significant time spent correcting inconspicuous geometry
errors in the native CAD definition that nevertheless complicate or
even prevent the successful generation of a mesh.
ℱ0 : A more sensible approach is taken in ℱ0 , shown in Figs. 2.12b, 2.13b
and 2.14b, where the analyst recognizes that the CAD features
shown in Fig. 2.12b will complicate the meshing process and can
be safely removed, resulting in the defeatured CAD model shown
in Fig. 2.13b. The mesh generation process is much simpler for
ℱ0 than for ℱ0¯ , requiring only a few minutes of analyst time to
produce, as shown in Fig. 2.14b.
ℱ1 : Wishing to retain the computational efficiency of ℱ0 , but hoping
to avoid potential errors caused by CAD defeaturing, the analyst
instead immerses the complex CAD features, as shown in Figs. 2.12c,
2.13c and 2.14c. The resulting envelope domain, shown in Fig. 2.13c,
is similar to ℱ0 , shown in Fig. 2.13b, and can be meshed using
a similar strategy, as shown in Fig. 2.14c, although this will not
generally be the case. In fact, the envelope domain mesh generation
process should become more simple as the spectrum index increases
and more of the model is immersed.
ℱ2 : In ℱ2 , the analyst seeks to eliminate the meshing problem entirely by
immersing all but the outermost features, as shown in Figs. 2.12d,
2.13d and 2.14d. As a result, the analyst produces the envelope
domain shown in Fig. 2.13d. In this case, no decomposition step
is required to produce the envelope mesh shown in Fig. 2.14d.
By fitting the envelope domain to major features of the physical
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domain, significant accuracy gains are realized in comparison to
ℱ∞ .
ℱ∞ : In ℱ∞ , all features of the CAD geometry, shown in Figs. 2.12e,
2.13e and 2.14e, are immersed within the rectilinear envelope
domain, shown in Fig. 2.13e. As shown in Fig. 2.14e, this rectilinear
envelope domain is trivial to mesh. In this case, the analyst has in
fact eliminated all manual labor associated with mesh generation.
While all the previous approaches can utilize adaptivity to boost
accuracy, ℱ∞ will in most cases require local adaptivity to produce
useful results.
The U-spline envelope domains associated with each flex model
are shown in Figs. 2.15a to 2.15e. We again note that both ℱ0¯ and ℱ0
have envelope domains that are equivalent to their respective physical
domains, while ℱ>0 have at least part of the physical domain immersed
within the envelope domain. As expected, ℱ0¯ the highest element count
of the alternatives shown, due to the requirement that the mesh both
fit all small features in the CAD model and be a conforming hexahedral
mesh. A closeup of a partially-immersed CAD feature is shown in
Fig. 2.16.

2.6

Optimization

Optimization is a general term that refers to improvement, typically via
some iterative fashion. In this way, optimization and engineering are quite
similar and in industries that are competing to produce higher-quality
product more cost-effectively than their competitors, the distinction
between these terms is disappearing.40,41 The major steps in formulating
an optimization problem are described by Ning42 as (1) Describe the
problem, (2) gather information, (3) define the design variables, (4) define
the objective, and (5) define the constraints.
In optimization the design variables are the independent variables
that are able to be varied in order to improve the design. The objective
is the quantity used to determine if one design in better than another.
The objective is computed via the objective function and is a scalar value
that is computed as a function of the design variables. In the context
of multi-objective optimization there may be multiple objectives which
may be condensed into a single objective via weighting, or used to
provide a variety of solutions which can be particularly useful when
there exist additional objectives that are more difficult to evaluatej and
will require further evaluation beyond what can be readily calculated. In
practice optimal designs must be “limited by reality” and thus constraints
are used to enforce these limits. Combined, the constraints form a
feasible region within which we seek to optimize our objective. Compiling
these components together we can write the optimization problem
mathematically as:

j e.g., beauty, manufacturability, cost,
marketability.
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(a) ℱ0¯ : Fully-featured, body-fitted
hexahedral mesh.

(b) ℱ0 : Traditional (defeatured),
body-fitted hexahedral mesh.

(c) ℱ[ 1]: Mostly-body-fitted hexahedral mesh, with a difficult-to-mesh
region immersed.

(d) ℱ2 : Mostly-immersed hexahedral mesh, with general features
body-fitted.

(e) ℱ∞ :
Traditional (fullyimmersed) immersed method.
Figure 2.12: An example flex spectrum. The CAD surfaces that will be defeatured
(light highlight), immersed (medium highlight), and body-fitted (dark highlight) are
highlighted.

Optimization problem formulation

minimize
by varying
subject to

𝑓 (()𝑥)
𝑥 𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥 𝑖

𝑖 = 1, . . . , n𝑥

𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) ≤ 0

𝑗 = 1, . . . , n 𝑔

ℎ 𝑘 (𝑥) = 0

𝑘 = 1, . . . , n ℎ

(2.13)

While the evaluation of the constraints can occur within the optimizer,
the objective function often requires the use of some external application(s) to solve a potentially complex function. This is called black-box
optimization and is the form of optimization that will be used in this
project, where our objective function will be computing an FRM solution
using a variety of computer-aided engineering (CAE) tools. Similar optimization efforts, using a finite element solver as the objective function,
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(a) ℱ0¯ : Fully-featured, body-fitted
hexahedral mesh.

(b) ℱ0 : Traditional (defeatured),
body-fitted hexahedral mesh.

(c) ℱ1 : Mostly-body-fitted hexahedral mesh, with difficult to mesh
region immersed.

(d) ℱ2 : Mostly-immersed hexahedral mesh, with general features
body-fitted.

(e) ℱ∞ : Traditional (fully-immersed) immersed method.
Figure 2.13: The CAD envelope domains for each approach.

utilize this same black-box approach.43 In these efforts an optimization
framework is used, which may be developed in-house44 , purchased from
a CAE vendor45 , or available as open-source software.2
The performance of a black-box optimization is usually largely dependent on the speed, stability, and accuracy of the objective function. If many
objective function evaluations must be made, this can be prohibitivelyexpensive if each evaluation is expensive. This has implications for
determining which optimization method will be applied. For instance, a
genetic algorithm may require hundreds of thousands or millions of function evaluations, which may require years to complete if each evaluation
requires several minutes to complete and if the function evaluations occur
sequentially. If the solution stability is poor, noise may be introduced
into the optimizer’s function space and it may become challenging to
compute effective numerical Jacobians for a quasi-Newton method. Thus
a significant portion of this project will involve determining efficient
FRM solver parameters and ideal optimization techniques to achieve a
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(a) ℱ0¯ : Fully-featured, body-fitted
hexahedral mesh.

(b) ℱ0 : Traditional (defeatured),
body-fitted hexahedral mesh.

(c) ℱ1 : Mostly-body-fitted hexahedral mesh, with difficult to mesh
region immersed.

(d) ℱ2 : Mostly-immersed hexahedral mesh, with general features
body-fitted.

(e) ℱ∞ : Traditional (fully-immersed) immersed method.
Figure 2.14: A comparison of the decompositions and resulting hexahedral meshes for
each approach.

performant optimization process.
In this project we utilize the DAKOTA optimization framework.k
DAKOTA is a free, source-available optimization and uncertainty quantification project developed and distributed by Sandia National Laboratories.
Broadly, the DAKOTA software’s advanced parametric analyses enable
design exploration, model calibration, risk analysis, and quantification
of margins and uncertainty with computational models46 . DAKOTA
is written in C++ and is most commonly accessed as a command-line
executable (though a GUI is also available) that accepts an ASCII input
file provided by the user. One of the most useful features of DAKOTA
is the ability for users to build a “black-box interface” to an external
simulation code, passing parameters and results between DAKOTA and
the simulation code(s) via files written to disk. The black-box interface is
implemented using Python (v3) and a Python module that is distributed
with DAKOTA.

k See homepage at:
https://dakota.sandia.gov/.
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(a) ℱ0¯ : Fully-featured, body-fitted
hexahedral mesh.

(c) ℱ[ 1]: Mostly-body-fitted hexahedral mesh, with difficult to mesh
region immersed.

(b) ℱ0 : Traditional (defeatured),
body-fitted hexahedral mesh.

(d) ℱ2 : Mostly-immersed hexahedral mesh,
with general features body-fitted.

(e) ℱ∞ : Traditional (fully-immersed) immersed method.
Figure 2.15: The U-spline envelope domains for each approach. The associated physical
domain, when different than the envelope domain, is also shown.

Background

Figure 2.16: Detail of the immersed region for the ℱ1 approach.

Summary: optimization
1. We will utilize the DAKOTA optimization framework.
2. We will utilize DAKOTA’s “black-box interface” and Python
to automate the FRM workflow provided by Coreform IGA.
3. The performance of the black-box interface will be largely
dependent on the speed, stability, and robustness of the FRM
method being employed in the objective function.
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3.1

Purpose

As setting up a black-box interface can be a bit disorienting for new users
of DAKOTA, we first implement a simple problem in DAKOTA which
will serve as an introduction to setting up the black-box interface to
Coreform IGA. Developing the necessary Python tooling for a DAKOTA
black-box simulation can be quite challenging even for expert users of
DAKOTA. Thus it is recommended to use the DAKOTA GUI application,
with its various wizard tools, to automatically create the framework that
can then be modified by the analyst to suit their specific needs or used
as a starting point for future optimization projects. Additionally, the
Customer specifically requested integrating a 3rd-party CAD tool with
Coreform Cubit and Coreform IGA within the optimization problem,
see Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.1, with a goal of observing the robustness of
fully-automated ℱ optimization workflows.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the desired optimization project workflow as provided by the
Customer.

Figure 3.2: Overview of the general optimization framework developed in this project.
The FreeCAD step can be replaced by any CAD software that supports automation via
scripting.
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Figure 3.3: Generic definition of the unconstrained optimization model problem.

3.2

Methodology

We begin with a simple, single-objective, single design-variable, unconstrained optimization problem. In this problem we will try to find
the radius of a hole in a plate, that maximizes the displacement at a
location on the plate. A general diagram of the problem is shown in
Fig. 3.3. Optimization problems have the form in Eq. (3.1) where 𝑓 (𝑥)
represents the objective function (the value to minimize), 𝑥 𝑖 is the 𝑖-th
design variable, 𝑥 𝑖 and 𝑥 𝑖 respectively represent the lower and upper
bounds for 𝑥 𝑖 , 𝑔 𝑗 is the 𝑗-th inequality constraint, and ℎ 𝑘 is the 𝑘-th
equality constraint.

minimize
by varying
subject to

𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑥 𝑖 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑥 𝑖

𝑖 = 1, . . . , n𝑥

𝑔 𝑗 (𝑥) ≤ 0

𝑗 = 1, . . . , n 𝑔

ℎ 𝑘 (𝑥) = 0

𝑘 = 1, . . . , n ℎ

(3.1)

However, we will not initially consider constraints; only the objective function and bounded design variables are considered within an
unconstrained optimization. Also while our goal is to maximize the displacement this is easily interpreted as a minimization statement through
its additive inverse. The plate will have a length of 100mm, width
of 50mm, and thickness of 1mm. Quarter-symmetry and plane-stress
assumptions will be utilized. The radius search space will be restricted
to [2.5, 12.5], thus for this problem we can formulate the optimization
problem as Eq. (3.2).

maximize
by varying

𝑑
2.5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 12.5

(3.2)

3.2.1 Creating the geometry in FreeCAD
While we could use Coreform Cubit for creating this simple geometry, within the create_geometry() function, we will choose to use the
FreeCAD open-source CAD software as it provides parametric modeling
capabilities as well as a comprehensive Python API. There are multiple
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Figure 3.4: FreeCAD model of plate with hole geometry, showing the integrated Python
console and the named “radius” parameter within the base sketch.

ways to build parametric models in FreeCAD, the enumerations of which
are beyond the scope of this document. However, a useful feature in
FreeCAD is that commands issued via user-interactions with the GUI
are printed to its built-in Python console (as shown in Fig. 3.4 where
the value of the radius constraint has been set to 7.5mm by the analyst),
therein allowing the analyst to copy the commands necessary to change
the model parameters and recompute the updated geometry.
One challenge with FreeCAD is that while capabilities do exist for
importing FreeCAD functionality as a Python module, this requires
compiling FreeCAD from source with the same compiler that was used
to compile the Python executable. What is instead much easier and
common is to run the FreeCAD executable as a subprocess in its console
mode. This is accomplished using the subprocess Python module’s run
method to issue a shell command and wait for its completion. Whatever
FreeCAD Python scripting is required should be compiled into a separate
Python script, which we’ve called UpdateGeometry.py in this example.
Then a string corresponding to the form of the command-line execution
of FreeCAD is passed into the run method.
Note that while FreeCAD can be built from source, many users may
find it preferable to simply download a precompiled binary for their
system, either directly from the FreeCAD website or using their operating
system’s package manager. Users may alternatively choose to clone the
FreeCAD-Bundle repository and then following the instructions to install
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Listing 1 Python method to create geometry through external FreeCAD
application.
def make_geometry( params ):
pathToFreeCAD =
↩→
"/path/to/FreeCAD-Bundle/conda/linux/AppDir/"
FreeCAD = pathToFreeCAD + "AppRun"
subprocess.run( f"{FreeCAD} --console UpdateGeometry.py {
↩→
params[ 'radius' ] }", shell=True, check=False )

Listing 2 Python snippet for importing Cubit-Python API and initializing
Cubit engine.
import sys
pathToCubit = "/path/to/cubit/claro/bin"
sys.path.append( pathToCubit )
import cubit
cubit.init( [ "cubit", "-nobanner", "-nographics",
↩→
"-commandplugindir", "/path/to/claro/bin" ] )

FreeCAD, which is the process we’ve taken. With all this complete, the
make_geometry() routine can be created as shown in Listing 1.

3.2.2 Creating the FRM model in Coreform Cubit
The next step is to create the FRM model which we will eventually
perform our simulation on using Coreform IGA. To do this we will use
the Coreform Cubit software which, like FreeCAD, provides a Python
API allowing for comprehensively scriptability and automation. Unlike
FreeCAD, Coreform Cubit’s Python API is able to be imported into
Python as a module without needing to compile from source or match
the Python compiler. There is, however, an initialization stage that must
execute in order to enable Coreform Cubit’s Python API within the
master Python environment which we provide in Listing 2.
We then use the cmd method within Cubit’s Python API to issue
Cubit commands. Note that, due to the simplicity of the plate-with-hole
problem,a we hard-code BREP entity assignments in the build_frm()
method provided in Listing 3. However, for more complex models, the
user may need to programmatically determine entity IDs which may
then warrant use of other API functionalities, writing helper routines,
etc. Therefore, in general, analysts will likely prefer to write a separate
Python module to capture the Cubit functionality and import/call this
capability into their Python environment rather than clutter their function
evaluation script with these various support functions.

a i.e., if the radius value is properly
bounded the boundary representation
(BREP) topology will not change due to a
change in radius.
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Listing 3 Python method for creating the FRM model representation in
Cubit.
def build_frm( ):
cubit.cmd( "reset" )
## Import the FreeCAD updated geometry to act as the
↩→
physical domain
cubit.cmd( "import step './plateWithHole-Part.step'
↩→
noheal" )
## Create a tessellated representation of the physical
↩→
domain
cubit.cmd( "surf in vol 1 size 0.2" )
cubit.cmd( "surf in vol 1 scheme trimesh" )
cubit.cmd( "mesh surf in vol 1" )
## Create the envelope domain geometry
cubit.cmd( "create brick bounding box Volume 1 tight " )
## Create the base mesh for the envelope domain
cubit.cmd( "volume 2 size 1.25" )
cubit.cmd( "volume 2 redistribute nodes off " )
cubit.cmd( "volume 2 scheme Sweep source surface 10
↩→
target surface 12
sweep transform least squares " )
cubit.cmd( "volume 2 autosmooth target on fixed
↩→
imprints off smart smooth off " )
cubit.cmd( "mesh volume 2 " )
## Build a U-spline on the base mesh to serve as the
↩→
envelope domain's FRM discretization
cubit.cmd( "set uspline volume 2 degree 3 continuity 2" )
cubit.cmd( "build uspline volume 2 as 1" )
cubit.cmd( "fit uspline 1" )
## Link the envelope and physical domains and compute
↩→
quadrature
cubit.cmd( "build uspline envelope domain volume 1
↩→
envelope uspline 1 as 'plate'" )
cubit.cmd( "build immersed boundary domain surf 2
↩→
envelope uspline 1 as 'x_symmetry' quadrature type
↩→
'Q3'" )
cubit.cmd( "build immersed boundary domain surf 5
↩→
envelope uspline 1 as 'y_symmetry' quadrature type
↩→
'Q3'" )
cubit.cmd( "build immersed boundary domain surf 3
↩→
envelope uspline 1 as 'load_surf' quadrature type
↩→
'Q3'" )
## Export the FRM model
cubit.cmd( "export iga commands
↩→
'plate_with_hole_geom.json'" )
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Listing 4 Python method for executing Coreform IGA as a subprocess
and wait for its completion.
def submit_frm( ):
subprocess.run( "/path/to/coreform_iga
↩→
plate_with_hole.json5", shell=True, check=True )

Listing 5 Python method for reading probe output file and extracting
relevant data for computing the objective function.
import h5py
def compute_objective( ):
filename = "probe_data.h5"
H = h5py.File( filename, "r" )
data = list( H["probe_displacement"]["data"])[-1]
dx = data[1]
objective = dx
return objective

3.2.3 Execution of Coreform IGA solver
Unlike Coreform Cubit and FreeCAD, the Coreform IGA solver doesn’t
have a Python API. Instead, in a similar manner to the execution of
FreeCAD, we must execute Coreform IGA as a subprocess again using
the subprocess.run() functionality as shown in Listing 4. Additionally,
in a separate effort, the analyst needs to create a parameter file for their
Coreform IGA execution. This parameter file will not need to be updated
in this analysis, as the loads and boundary conditions do not change
between evaluations. If the parameter did need to be modified for each
unique evaluation, additional code to make these modifications would
be necessary.
Coreform IGA supports querying solution or computed quantities at
arbitrary locations via a probe functionality and exporting the queried
values to an HDF5 file. The HDF5 file can be read by Python using the
H5py package as shown in Listing 5.
3.2.4

The DAKOTA optimization engine

The DAKOTA input ﬁle

Developing the necessary Python tooling for a DAKOTA black-box
simulation can be quite challenging even for expert users of DAKOTA.
Thus it is recommended to use the DAKOTA GUI application, with its
various wizard tools, to automatically create the framework that can
then be modified by the analyst to suit their specific needs or used as
a starting point for future optimization projects. A demonstration of
using the DAKOTA GUI to prepare the DAKOTA interface, input file,
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Listing 6 Structural template for the DAKOTA input file.
##### SPECIFY THE ENVIRONMENT #####
environment
# Contents
##### DEFINE OPTIMIZATION METHODS #####
method
# Contents
##### DEFINE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS #####
model
# Contents
##### DEFINE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES #####
variables
# Contents
##### DEFINE THE RESPONSE VARIABLES #####
responses
# Contents
##### DEFINE THE DAKOTA<->SIMULATION INTERFACE #####
interface
# Contents

and templating is provided in Appendix C and here we instead present
a discussion of the DAKOTA input file.
A structural template showing only the top-level command blocks for
a DAKOTA input file is provided in Listing 6. In the subsequent sections
we will describe each of these sections in more detail, before assembling
the final input file.
Environment The environment command block is where the user
defines top-level settings for the DAKOTA execution. Most importantly,
as multiple methods may be specified in an input file, is to specify which
method should be used as the “top” method and the top_method_pointer
keyword is used for this purpose. Additionally the user may want to
track the progress of the optimization and various keywords support
printing progress and or debug information using the tabular_data, out
put_file, and error_file keywords. Finally, as random failures are not
uncommon in long-running high-performance computing environments,
the user may wish for restart files to be written, using the write_restart
keyword, so that the optimization can be resumed from a partial state
rather than starting over completely from scratch. An example environ
ment is provided in Listing 7.
Method The method command block is used to select an optimization
solution method and define the arguments that should be passed into
the method. Multiple methods may exist in a DAKOTA input file as
they are only accessed if they are able to be logically connected to the
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Listing 7 The environment command block.
##### SPECIFY THE ENVIRONMENT #####
environment
top_method_pointer = "Hybrid_Sequential"
tabular_data
tabular_data_file "tabular.data"
output_file "dakota.out"
error_file "dakota.err"
write_restart "dakota.rst"

Listing 8 The method command block for a hybrid optimization method.
##### DEFINE HYBRID OPTIMIZATION METHODS #####
method
id_method = "Hybrid_Sequential"
hybrid sequential
method_pointer_list
"Global_Efficient_Global"
"Local_Quasi-Newton"

top_method_pointer in the environment command block, either as the
top method or pointed to by a hybrid (global-local) top method. Each
method is identified and referenced by its id_method value, which is a user-

defined value. While this problem could be easily solved using solely a
local method, such as a quasi-Newton method, we will use a global-local
method in order to demonstrate usage of all three optimization classes
(local, global, global-local) as well as parallel evaluations. To this end
we will define a hybrid method that points to an efficient global method
and a local method.
Hybrid We will use a hybrid method, shown in Listing 8, that
uses a sequential approach that executes one method to completion
before moving onto a second method. The ordering of the methods are
defined within the method_pointer_list that refers to the child-methods’
id_method value.
Efficient global For the global portion of the hybrid optimization
approach, we select the efficient_global method which implements
the “Efficient Global Optimization” (EGO) method47 . The EGO algorithm begins by sampling 𝑁 points (set by user) using Latin hypercube
sampling. Using these initial sample points, and their responses, a
stochastic response surface approximation for the objective function is
developed based on some sample points from the “true” simulation.
When constructing this response surface EGO algorithm evaluates not
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Listing 9 The method command block for a global optimization method.
##### DEFINE GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS #####
method
id_method "Global_Efficient_Global"
output verbose
final_solutions = 1
efficient_global
model_pointer "modelGlobal"
initial_samples = 20
x_conv_tol = 1.e-3
max_iterations = 4
export_approx_points_file = "surrogate_points.data"
annotated

just the value surface fit at the sample points, but also error estimates
within the search space. This response surface acts as a “surrogate”
model which can be optimized separately from the simulations and is
quite useful as the simulations are quite expensive – even a few seconds
per evaluation is comparably expensive to the microseconds required to
evaluate the surrogate model. Based on the optimization results of the
response surface EGO then determines the next sample(s) to evaluate to
best improve the response surface accuracy and minimize uncertainty in
the solution.
Importantly, the efficient_global method supports asynchronous
evaluation of the initial sample points, however the subsequent surrogateimprovement evaluations are performed sequentially. This means that a
large number of initial samples can be computed in parallel at minimal
“wall-clock” cost, which may allow for a more sophisticated initial
surrogate model, which may then accelerate the overall convergence
of the optimization and drastically decrease the total time required to
find the optimal solution. We will make use of this feature when we
perform the optimization on the wheel problem, but for this simple
problem we will minimize this strategy in order to elucidate the behavior
of the efficient_global method for the Customer. An example of a
method block for the global optimization on the plate-with-hole problem
is provided in Listing 9.
Quasi-Newton For the local optimization portion of the hybrid
optimization method we select the optpp_q_newton method, which is a
quasi-Newton algorithm provided by the OPT++ library48 . While several
Newton methods are implemented in DAKOTA, this method expects a
gradient and computes a low-rank approximation to the Hessian. An
example of a method block for the local optimization on the plate-withhole problem is provided in Listing 10.
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Listing 10 The method command block for a local optimization method.
##### DEFINE LOCAL OPTIMIZATION METHODS #####
method
id_method "Local_Quasi-Newton"
output verbose
optpp_q_newton
model_pointer "modelLocal"
max_iterations = 10
convergence_tolerance = 1e-12
gradient_tolerance = 1e-12
search_method = gradient_based_line_search
speculative

Model The model command block acts as the link between a method
and its interface, variables, and responses. It accomplishes this by
defining the mapping from variables, through an interface, to re
sponses. Notice that we have created two models in order to support
the unique responses blocks that are required by the global and local
optimization methods we’ve chosen, as the local method is able to utilize
gradient information in its response while the global method is not. Also
note that while the EGO method does use surrogate modeling, we do
not need to use the surrogate model-type as the surrogate parameters
are provided in the efficient_global command block. Instead we
are able to use the single keyword to specify the model has a single
instance each of interface, variables, and responses. An example of
model blocks supporting local and global optimization techniques for
the plate-with-hole problem is provided in Listing 11.
Variables The variables command block defines the design, uncertainty, and constraint variables used in the optimization, as well as
state variables that a user might want to specify to manage other parameterizations of their model (mesh density, simulation convergence
tolerances, time step controls, etc). In this problem we only have a single
design variable, which we define using the continuous_design keyword.
An example of a variables block for the plate-with-hole problem is
provided in Listing 12.
Responses The responses command block specifies the model output
data that will be returned to DAKOTA after evaluating an interface call.
It is important that each responses block be compliant with the specific
method chosen. For instance, here we specify a response specifically for
the global method previously specified, which doesn’t utilize gradient or
Hessian calculations. We also specify a response for our quasi-Newton
method, and tell DAKOTA to compute gradients numerically using a
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Listing 11 The model command blocks for global and local optimization
methods.
##### DEFINE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS #####
model
id_model "modelGlobal"
single
interface_pointer "interface"
variables_pointer "variables"
responses_pointer "responsesGlobal"
model
id_model "modelLocal"
single
interface_pointer "interface"
variables_pointer "variables"
responses_pointer "responsesLocal"

Listing 12 The variables command block.
##### DEFINE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES #####
variables
id_variables "variables"
continuous_design 1
initial_point 7.5
lower_bounds 2.5
upper_bounds 12.5
descriptors
"radius"

central finite difference scheme and to use the Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno (BFGS) algorithm for computing and updating Hessians.
Crucial to the ability of the method to converge quickly is properly setting the primary_scale_types and primary_scales keywords.
The combination used here supplies DAKOTA with an approximate
representative value for the objective function, with aids in DAKOTA
determining convergence and step-sizing. Note that we also provide a
relatively large fd_step_size, which we chose due to our expectation
that the response may have some numerical noise, but should generally
have minimal curvature. Examples of responses blocks supporting both
global and local optimization techniques for the plate-with-hole problem
are provided in Listing 13.
Interface The interfaces specifies how the objective function evaluations will be performed. Most important is the analysis_drivers
keyword which defines the specific method by which the objective
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Listing 13 The responses command blocks for global and local optimization methods.
##### DEFINE THE RESPONSE VARIABLES #####
responses
id_responses "responsesGlobal"
objective_functions = 1
sense "maximize"
descriptors "objective"
no_gradients
no_hessians
responses
id_responses "responsesLocal"
objective_functions = 1
sense "maximize"
primary_scale_types = "value"
primary_scales = 1e-5
descriptors "objective"
numerical_gradients
method_source dakota
interval_type central
fd_step_size = 1e0
quasi_hessians
bfgs

function will be computed. The analysis_drivers keyword accepts a
string specifying the command to execute. When wanting to access the
“black-box” simulation interface, DAKOTA utilizes Python the execution
mechanism. Specifically, we tell the analysis driver to execute a Python
module, via python3 -m dakota_interface, that we’ve modified from
a template file that a wizard tool within DAKOTA’s GUI application
generated. We then specify to use DAKOTA’s “fork” interface functionality, which utilizes the UNIX fork operation to create and monitor
child processes49 . The actual processes that are instantiated by specified
within the dakota_interface.py script passed into the analysis_driver
keyword.
There are several important parameters that are set within the fork
command block and enable interactions between DAKOTA and the
child processes. As will be discussed in the next section, each child
process will itself execute a Python script, which we’ve named evalu
ate_iteration. py, which will need to accept arguments specifying the
evaluation’s unique parameter-input and results-output files — which
are how data is passed between DAKOTA and the child process. We
prescribe the base names of these files using the parameters_file and
results_file keywords. We also choose to keep our base directory
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clean, using instead a working directory for the optimization process via
the work_directory command block. By applying the directory_tag
keyword each evaluation will be saved in a sub-directory appended
with the evaluation’s IDb and the inclusion of the directory_save will
tell DAKOTA not to remove the evaluation’s directory after execution.
For production optimization runs it is often desirable to remove or
comment-out the directory_save keyword to save storage space.
Each evaluation’s working directory needs to have copies of the files
necessary to execute its unique parameters, thus we use the copy_files
keyword to list the files that should be copied to the working directory.
We also include some files that don’t need to be unique, but that make
the setup process generally easier. For example, by copying the Coreform
IGA input file, plate_with_hole.json5, into each evaluation’s directory
we don’t need to specify the relative path to the “master” input file. As
a best practice we recommend including all files that the analyst has
created at the top-level, minus the actual input file to DAKOTA, when
first setting up a DAKOTA analysis.
Finally, we set two more parameters to the interface definition.
First of these is the failure_capture keyword which specifies the action
DAKOTA should take if an evaluation fails. An evaluation might fail
because of a temporary hardware “hiccup”.c In this case we’ve used the
recover option which substitutes user-specified value for the responses.
The other parameter we’ve set is the asynchronous keyword, which
request that DAKOTA evaluate multiple function evaluations in parallel
— if the method permits. The evaluation_concurrency specifies the
maximum amount of concurrent evaluations. An examples of a responses
block for the plate-with-hole problem are provided in Listing 14.
The DAKOTA interface: dakota_interface.py

The DAKOTA interface file has only one item that needs to be modified
by the analyst if they have followed the tutorial provided in Appendix C:
specifying the path to the interfacing.py module provided by DAKOTA
as shown in Listing 15. However, if the analyst wishes to reuse the
template for later projects, or wishes to add additional responses to their
current project, they may do so by modifying the quantities of interest
Python variable, qois, within the dakota_interface.py file as shown
in Listing 16. Also, the analyst is urged to pay close attention to the
variable: mdl_in_path, which is relevant in the creation of the evaluation
parameter input template as well as the three-line snippet provided in
Listing 17, which will specify the command line execution of the function
evaluation.
Creating the template for evaluation parameter input

At each evaluation, DAKOTA will read in a template file into which it will
replace keywords with the parameter values for the evaluation’s input.
It is recommended that the file be named params.template or similarly
identifiable as such. Whatever the analyst chooses to name this file,
they need to be sure that the filename matches the value assigned to the

b e.g., workdir/run.147/

c e.g., a busy disk blocking a file-write, or
the license server dropping connection.
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Listing 14 The interface command block.
##### DEFINE THE DAKOTA<->SIMULATION INTERFACE #####
interface
id_interface "interface"
failure_capture
recover = 0.0
asynchronous
evaluation_concurrency 10
analysis_drivers "python3 -m dakota_interface"
fork
parameters_file "params.in"
results_file "results.out"
work_directory
named "workdir/run"
directory_tag
directory_save
copy_files
"dakota_interface.py"
"evaluate_iteration.py"
"params.template"
"qoi.py"
"updateGeometry.py"
"plateWithHole.FCStd"
"plate_with_hole.json5"

Listing 15 Python snippet for importing the DAKOTA-Python modules.
# DAKOTA imports
sys.path.append( "path/to/dakota/share/dakota/Python/dakota" )
from interfacing import interfacing as di

Listing 16 Python snippet for defining the template of the file containing
the quantities of interest from the function evaluation.
qois = [ qoi.QoiAnchor( "objective", 1, qoi.FIELDS, 1,
↩→
qoi.FIELDS, qoi.AFTER, "ObjVal" ), ]
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Listing 17 Python snippet defining the execution syntax of the function
evaluation.
cmd_line = "python3 evaluate_iteration.py ${input_file}
↩→
${output_file}"
_
cmd in_repl = "${input_file}"
cmd_out_repl = "${output_file}"

Listing 18 Content of the params.template file that is used by DAKOTA
to pass parameters to the function evaluation.
{radius}

mdl_in_path variable in the dakota_interface.py script. The contents

of this file should be organized for ease of parsing within the user-created
Python script that executes at evaluation, but the only requirement is that
the variable descriptors (as defined in the DAKOTA input file) appear
within curly braces — as DAKOTA will search for these patterns and
replace them with the variable values. The content of the template file
for this project in Listing 18.
DAKOTA will save the modified file out with a unique identifier
prepended to the base name.d This filename will be automatically
captured by the dakota_interface.py via its cmd_in_repl variable and
passed into the function evaluation script as shown in its cmd_line
variable.
The function evaluation script

If the user has utilized the DAKOTA GUI tool to generate the framework
for the black-box interface, then the function evaluation script should
be the most user-intensive file to create. For our problem at hand, the
objective function evaluation can be decomposed into 6 main steps:
1. Read parameters input file specifying current design variable
values.
2. Create geometry of plate with hole of radius 𝑟.
3. Create flex representation model, ℱ .
4. Submit Coreform IGA analysis.
5. Extract simulation results and compute objective function.
6. Save responses output file.
Thus it follows that an outline of the function evaluation script, which
we previously specified we would name: evaluate_iteration.py, might
appear as given in Listing 19.

d e.g., 433cb1f4_params.template
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Listing 19 Outline of evaluate_iteration.py that serves as the function
evaluation script executed by DAKOTA.
## Main function definition
def main( paramFile, objFile ):
params = read_param_file( paramFile )
status = make_geometry( params )
status = build_frm( )
status = submit_frm( )
obj = compute_objective( )
write_objvalue( obj, objFile )
## Subroutine definitions go here
def read_param_file( paramFile ):
## Contents
def make_geometry( params ):
## Contents
def build_frm( ):
## Contents
def submit_frm( ):
## Contents
def compute_objective( ):
## Contents
def write_objvalue( obj, objFile ):
## Contents
## Handle running as a script, parse CLI arguments
if __name__ == "__main__":
print(sys.argv)
paramFile = sys.argv[1]
objFile = sys.argv[2]
main(paramFile, objFile)

Save responses output ﬁle

The final step is to write the responses, which could include not just
objective values but also constraint values, to a file that DAKOTA will
read at the conclusion of the function evaluation. The file name is unique
to the evaluation and determined by DAKOTA, passed into the evaluation
function via the cmd_out_repl variable in the DAKOTA interface script.
The output filename is then passed through to the write_obj() routine
provided in Listing 20 through the sys.argv container. It is important to
ensure that the output file contains the structure consistent to the “quantities of interest” parser, which was specified in the dakota_interface.py
file via the qoi variable assignment.
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Listing 20 Python method for saving responses to a file for DAKOTA to
read upon returning from the evaluation function.
def write_objvalue( objValue, objFile ):
f = open( objFile, "w+" )
f.write( "ObjVal" + " " + str( objValue ) + "\n" )
f.close()

Figure 3.5: The computed optimal solution colored by the computed strain value.
Table 3.1: The predicted and computed optimal solutions from the optimization study.

Radius (Expected)
12.5

3.3

Radius (Computed)
12.5

Strain (Computed)
1.344156736E-05

Results

Without proof we posit that the global solution, where the axial displacement is maximal, should occur at the “minimum-material” condition.
Thus we predict that the optimal solution should occur at the design
variable value indicated in Table 3.1. The computed optimal result is
included in Table 3.1 and is rendered with its simulation results in Fig. 3.5
while its convergence history is provided in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: History of hybrid global-local optimization study.

Iteration

Eval ID

Method

Radius

Strain

1
1
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6-8
9 - 11

Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Local
Local

6.741666762
10.00719532
5.367083554
12.49999996
7.5
12.49999996
12.5

1.080898080E-05
1.197050499E-05
1.049860256E-05
1.344156597E-05
1.102039976E-05
1.344156597E-05
1.344156736E-05
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Table 3.3: History of local optimization study.

Iteration

Eval ID

Radius

Strain

1
2
3
4
5
6

1-3
4-6
7-9
10 - 12
13 - 15
16 - 18

7.5
7.528926864
7.644634321
8.10746415
9.958783464
12.5

1.102039976e-05
1.102907911e-05
1.106427821e-05
1.121288056e-05
1.194786488e-05
1.344156736e-05

Table 3.4: History of global optimization study.

Iteration

Eval ID

Radius

Strain

1
1
1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5

12.05909605
6.084409816
2.685431077
12.49999999
7.5

1.313148255e-05
1.064949404e-05
1.012185493e-05
1.344156736e-05
1.102039976e-05

We also execute separate local and global optimization studies to
evaluate the efficacy or challenges of each and provide their convergence
histories in Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.6 for the local solver, and Table 3.4 and
Fig. 3.7 for the global solver. As evidenced by its convergence history the
local solver converges quite rapidly to the optimal solution, requiring
only six iterations to do so. Similarly we see in Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.7 that
the global optimization method is also quite effective at computing the
optimal solution.
Note that by including the export_approx_points_file keyword
within the efficient_global method, DAKOTA exports a file containing the surrogate model’s evaluations, allowing us to plot the various
surrogate models and we include plots of each surrogate model in Fig. 3.7.
While each of the hybrid, local, and global methods are able to robustly arrive at the optimal solution, recall that a benefit of the global
optimization method is that its initial sampling can be computed asynchronously. Thus each of the initial samples can be computed in parallel
at the same time, providing a potentially highly accurate surrogate model
within the same amount of time as the local solver has computed its
single initial guess. In this case, the global method solved in roughly half
of the “wall-time” as the local solver. Considering that the global solver
is expected to be less sensitive to being trapped by local minima, we
will limit future studies to only using the global optimization technique,
rather than utilize either the local or hybrid methods.
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Figure 3.6: History of the local optimization study with a linear interpolation between
successive iterations to assist with visualization.

Summary: Unconstrained optimization of a plate-with-hole
1. DAKOTA can effectively interface with FreeCAD, Coreform
Cubit, and Coreform IGA via it’s Python interface.
2. The efficient global optimization method is able to efficiently
converge to unconstrained optimization problems with wellbehaved objective functions.
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Figure 3.7: History of the global optimization study, including each surrogate model.

Constrained Optimization of a Plate-with-Hole

4.1

Purpose

In this chapter we will modify our unconstrained problem to be constrained by a maximum stress condition, mirroring the condition desired
by the Customer on the wheel-sizing problem.

4.2

Methodology

We modify the unconstrained optimization problem previously presented
in Eq. (3.2) by adding a nonlinear inequality constraint for the maximum
stress condition and provide this constrained optimization problem in
Eq. (4.1).
𝑑

maximize

2.5 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 12.5

by varying

(4.1)

𝜎1 ≤ 3750

subject to

Conveniently, a reference solution for the maximum principal stress
for this problem is available in Roark et al. [50]. The reference solution,
provided in Eq. (4.2), predicts the maximum stress from a stress concentration factor, 𝐾 𝑡 , that scales the nominal stress through the critical
section. It is straightforward to solve the Roark solution for the radius at
the constraint limit, which we find to be 𝑟| 𝜎1 =3750 ≈ 10.1268.
𝜎1 = 𝐾 𝑡 𝜎nom
𝑃
𝜎nom =
𝑡(𝐷 − 2𝑟)
𝐾 𝑡 = 3.00



2𝑟
𝐷

0


− 3.13

2𝑟
𝐷

1

(4.2)


+ 3.66

2𝑟
𝐷

2


− 1.53

2𝑟
𝐷

3

4.2.1 Modiﬁcations to the DAKOTA input ﬁle
The only change required in the DAKOTA input file is to add a nonlin
ear_inequality_constraints to the responses command block and to
add the name of the constraint to the descriptors keyword. We show the
modified command block in Listing 21. The rest of the modifications to
the DAKOTA interface and function evaluations are minor and essentially
46
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Listing 21 Modified responses command block for constrained optimization.
##### DEFINE THE RESPONSE VARIABLES #####
responses
id_responses "responsesGlobal"
descriptors "displacement" "max_princ_stress"
objective_functions = 1
sense "maximize"
nonlinear_inequality_constraints 1
upper_bounds = 3750
_
no gradients
no_hessians

Figure 4.1: Plot of the computed optimal result. Here the plate is colored by 𝜎𝑥𝑥 rather
than 𝜎1 as the latter is not yet available as output from Coreform IGA. However, due
to the problem configuration, 𝜎𝑥𝑥 is equivalent to 𝜎1 at the location of the maximum
principal stress.

amount to propagating this additional quantity of interest throughout
these files, thus we will not discuss the remainder of the changes.

4.3

Results

From the results summarized in Table 4.1, Table 4.2, and Fig. 4.2 we can
see that the global optimization method does a decent job at finding
the general area of the optimal feasible solution. However the solver
struggles to converge to the exact solution as the constraint response
appears to be quite sensitive to small variations in the radius — it appears
to be ill-conditioned. There are several potential causes for this, which
we investigate further in Chapter 5, however these current results suggest
that a stress-constrained optimization problem may prove challenging
using the current Coreform IGA implementation.
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Table 4.1: The predicted and computed optimal solutions from the optimization study.

Radius (Expected)
10.1268

Radius (Computed)
10.14870705

Table 4.2: History of global optimization study for the constrained plate-with-hole.
Notice that the optimal result (in bold) correlates well with our predicted value of
𝑟 | 𝜎1 =3750 ≈ 10.1268 based on the Roark solution.

Iteration

Eval ID

Radius

Strain

𝜎1

1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

11.19811083
3.559424694
5.937427934
9.372761691
10.01446624
10.14870705
10.20285093
10.17186522
10.14488975
10.14504723
7.5
10.10054837
12.49999996

1.259257712e-05
1.021446186e-05
1.061668027e-05
1.168863042e-05
1.197391173e-05
1.203777419e-05
1.206396263e-05
1.204895875e-05
1.203594896e-05
1.203602432e-05
1.102040119e-05
1.201470257e-05
1.344156527e-05

4001.7484
3026.2997
3217.2169
3612.9208
3704.3605
3735.3799
3771.3448
3820.2565
3808.2917
3804.7924
3376.1444
3808.2589
4369.1156

Summary: Constrained optimization of a plate-with-hole
1. Extending DAKOTA to support a constrained optimization
problem requires minimal additional work beyond the original unconstrained optimization setup.
2. While the efficient global optimization method is able
converge to feasible solution, ill-conditioned or highlyoscillatory response functions may degrade its robustness
and/or efficiency.
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Figure 4.2: History of the stress constraint within the global constrained optimization
study, including each surrogate model.

On the Convergence and Behavior of the
Plate-with-Hole Model

5.1

Purpose

To investigate the behavior of the plate-with-hole model, particularly
to investigate further why the local optimization method failed to converge to the solution for the unconstrained problem and why the stressconstraint behaved poorly, an additional series of studies are conducted
using DAKOTA. Specifically, a series of parameter-sweeps are conducted,
wherein the radius is evaluated at 101 equally-spaced values, in order to
directly observe the objective and constraint function responses. These
studies are summarized in Figs. 5.3 to 5.6.

5.2

Methodology

5.2.1 Modiﬁcations to the DAKOTA input ﬁle
The only change required in the DAKOTA input file is to replace our
global optimization method with a multidim_parameter_study with our
desired number of partitions. Additional options exist in DAKOTA to
specify state variables, such as the mesh size, degree, and continuity
for the current parameter sweep study, which can be set within the input
file and passed into the function evaluation as additional arguments.
However in this project we manually specified the state variables and
ran separate studies.

Listing 22 Modified method command block for parameter sweep study.
##### DEFINE PARAMETRIC STUDY METHODS #####
method
id_method "Parameter_Sweep"
multidim_parameter_study
## Number of Points = (partitions + 1)
partitions = 100
output verbose
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(a) Minimum radius, ℎ = 5.000

(b) Maximum radius, ℎ = 5.000

(c) Minimum radius, ℎ = 2.500

(d) Maximum radius, ℎ = 2.500

(e) Minimum radius, ℎ = 1.250

(f) Maximum radius, ℎ = 1.250

(g) Minimum radius, ℎ = 0.625

(h) Maximum radius, ℎ = 0.625
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Figure 5.1: Representative mesh layouts for the ℱ0¯ studies.

5.2.2 ℱ models utilized in the study
We compare a traditional ℱ0¯ approach against the desired ℱ ∞ approach
across a series of four mesh densities and U-spline degrees. Representative mesh layouts are shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. While the ℱ ∞
layouts utilize exact subdivision for the different mesh levels, the ℱ0¯
models request a target mesh size and allow Coreform Cubit to produce
a unique mesh that may not be a subdivision of the coarser meshes.
This aligns with the typical mesh convergence methodology in industry
on practical problems. For each value of the radius we evaluate each
mesh density and, at each mesh density, we evaluate maximally smooth
U-splines of 𝑝 = [1, 2, 3, 4].
5.3

Results

The results of the convergence study are presented in Fig. 5.3 - Fig. 5.6. In
these figures we observe that the strain response behavior may contain
“kinks” in the response curve at the coarsest mesh refinements, but
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(a) Minimum radius, ℎ = 5.000

(b) Maximum radius, ℎ = 5.000

(c) Minimum radius, ℎ = 2.500

(d) Maximum radius, ℎ = 2.500

(e) Minimum radius, ℎ = 1.250

(f) Maximum radius, ℎ = 1.250

(g) Minimum radius, ℎ = 0.625

(h) Maximum radius, ℎ = 0.625
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Figure 5.2: Representative mesh layouts for the ℱ ∞ studies.

generally appears well-behaved for reasonably refined meshes for both
ℱ0¯ and ℱ ∞ approaches. This suggests that we might expect good
convergence of the optimization routine using only a local gradientbased solver.a We also can observe from Fig. 5.3a that even very coarse,
low-order FRM models (i.e. ℎ = 5, 𝑝 = 1, 𝒞 0 ) are able to accurately
capture the broad qualitative behavior for this simple unconstrained
optimization problem. It is clear from the optimization results that the
global surrogate-based optimization scheme is robust at handling even
the noisy data from the coarse models as the surrogate model “smooths”
the response behavior.
While the strain responses are well-behaved for the unconstrained
problem we observe that the stress responses are generally not wellbehaved for all but the finest ℱ mesh densities. We can see this more
clearly in the detailed plots contained within Fig. 5.7. There are several
potential explanations for this observed behavior. First, the probe
functionality lacks rigorous support for stresses and secondly that it
is known that the current quad-/octree-based adaptive quadrature

a Which we observed in Table 3.3 &
Fig. 3.6.
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(a) 𝑝𝜗-refinement.
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(b) ℎ-refinement.

Figure 5.3: Comparing the effect of different refinement strategies on the objective
function (strain response) for the ℱ0¯ modeling approach.

(a) 𝑝𝜗-refinement.

(b) ℎ-refinement.

Figure 5.4: Comparing the effect of different refinement strategies on the objective
function (strain response) for the ℱ ∞ modeling approach.

(a) 𝑝𝜗-refinement.

(b) ℎ-refinement.

Figure 5.5: Comparing the effect of different refinement strategies on the constraint
function (stress response) for the ℱ0¯ modeling approach.
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(a) 𝑝𝜗-refinement.
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(b) ℎ-refinement.

Figure 5.6: Comparing the effect of different refinement strategies on the constraint
function (stress response) for the ℱ ∞ modeling approach.

(a) Detail of ℱ0¯ , ℎ-refinement.

(b) Detail of ℱ ∞, ℎ-refinement.

Figure 5.7: Detailed view of the stress response under ℎ-refinement, comparing the ℱ0¯
and ℱ ∞ approaches.

implementation for cut cells in Coreform IGA severely under-integrates
the basis functions within cut cells. Secondly, it appears that ℎ-refinement
of a quadratic ℱ ∞ mesh is more effective than 𝑝𝜗-refinement of a coarse
ℱ ∞ mesh, which may again be due to the inaccuracy of the current
quadrature scheme. To address these issues, Coreform is currently
developing a folded quadrature scheme that has been shown to much
more efficiently and accurately integrate cut cells. Thirdly, the responses
generally have poorer responses at small radii than at large radii, which
is due to the hole being supported by fewer elements at smaller radii
than it does at larger radii as shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. Finally, we
recall that the finite element method, and its variants such as ℱ , does
not guarantee pointwise convergence but rather convergence “under the
integrand”.
To expand on this final point, we study the convergence, using
Richardson extrapolation, of the displacement at the plate’s top-right
corner and of 𝜎1 at the hole. As shown in Fig. 5.8 the ℱ0¯ displacement
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(a) ℱ0¯
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(b) ℱ ∞

Figure 5.8: Convergence of the displacement at the top right corner of the plate, in
log-log space. The ℱ0¯ results converge at a rate of 𝒪 (𝑝), while the ℱ ∞ results converge
at approximately 𝒪 (1) for the linear U-spline and 𝒪 (2) for the higher-order U-splines.
A rendering issue in Coreform’s plotting tool causes the “curved” interpolation between
data-points in log-log plots.

(a) ℱ0¯

(b) ℱ ∞

Figure 5.9: Convergence of 𝜎1 at the hole, in log-log space. Once enough degrees of
freedom have been obtained to achieve asymptotic convergence, the ℱ0¯ results converge
at a rate of 𝒪 (𝑝 − 1), while the ℱ ∞ results converge at approximately 𝒪 (1). A rendering
issue in Coreform’s plotting tool causes the “curved” interpolation between data-points.

error, at the probe location, converges at a rate of 𝒪 (𝑝), which is lower
than the rate of 𝒪 (𝑝 + 1) that we would expect for the convergence
of ∥𝒅 − 𝒅 𝑢 ∥. We also see that the convergence of the ℱ ∞ method
saturates with higher-order elements to 𝒪 (2). In Fig. 5.9 we see that the
convergence rates of 𝜎1 is lower than of the displacement. For the ℱ0¯
case, once enough degrees of freedom have been obtained to achieve
asymptotic convergence, the convergence rate is approximately 𝒪 (𝑝 − 1).
The ℱ ∞ method converges at approximately the same rate of 𝒪 (1) for
all polynomial degrees.
As mentioned previously, the poor convergence rate of the ℱ ∞ is
expected to be largely due to the severe under-integration of the cutcell basis functions within the current quad-/octree-based adaptive
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quadrature scheme implemented in Coreform IGA. Considering these
limitations we postulate that a constrained optimization, where stress is
the constraint variable, may need a considerably more-refined ℱ mesh
than an unconstrained optimization, and that such a mesh may prove to
be intractable for the complex wheel geometry that we will investigate in
the proceeding sections.
Summary: On the convergence and behavior of the plate-with-hole
model
1. The FRM implementation within Coreform IGA is still lacking certain features that are required to achieve accurate
and well-behaved stress results in cut-cells and on domain
boundaries.

Unconstrained Sizing Optimization of a Wheel

6.1

Purpose

In this section we apply the optimization framework developed in
the previous sections onto a problem representative of the Customer’s
primary interest: optimizing wheel geometries to pass rigidity tests.
The rigidity test problem involves holding the wheel at its lug and hub
mating surfaces and applying a pressure over a small region near the
outer radius of the front face, then measuring the displacement of the
load surface, as shown in Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2. The design variables are
the spoke thickness (𝑡), spoke width (𝑤), and pocket depth (𝑑) and are
shown in Section 6.2.1.
In this optimization problem we will try to find the optimal design
parameters to minimize the displacement of the load surface. Other
than bounds on the design variables, the problem is unconstrained. The
simplicity of this problem statement, which is also given in Eq. (6.1),
allows us to intuit the global solution and verify the optimized solution
does, in fact, converge to the global solution. A constrained version of
this optimization problem will be investigated in Chapter 7.

minimize Δ
by varying

15 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 27
45 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 120

(6.1)

8 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 12

6.2

Methodology

6.2.1 Modifying the geometry in FreeCAD
As in Chapter 3, we use FreeCAD to update our geometry at each iteration
with the current design variables. A CAD model representative of the
Customer’s proprietary model was developed by a contracted FreeCAD
designer, with the requirement that it be designed to permit robust
regeneration as the design variables change. This native FreeCAD model
is then accessed by the UpdateGeometry.py script, provided in Listing 23,
which modifies, regenerates, and exports the model to a STEP file that
can then be imported by Coreform Cubit. While UpdateGeometry.py has
been developed specifically for FreeCAD, many CAD softwares support
automation through a scripting API.
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Listing 23 The UpdateGeometry.py script.
import sys
import FreeCAD
import Import
def main( spokeThickness, spokeWidth, pocketDepth ):
open_model()
update_model( spokeThickness, spokeWidth, pocketDepth )
export_part_to_step()
close_model()
exit()
def open_model():
FreeCAD.openDocument('./rimModel.FCStd')
def close_model():
FreeCAD.closeDocument("rimModel")
def export_part_to_step():
partList =
↩→
[FreeCAD.getDocument("rimModel").getObject("centerBore")]
Import.export( partList, u"./rimModel-Part.step" )
def update_model( spokeThickness, spokeWidth, pocketDepth ):
FreeCAD.getDocument('rimModel').getObject('dd').ddSTCheck =
↩→
spokeThickness
FreeCAD.getDocument('rimModel').getObject('dd').ddSWCheck =
↩→
spokeWidth
FreeCAD.getDocument('rimModel').getObject('dd').ddPDCheck =
↩→
pocketDepth
FreeCAD.ActiveDocument.recompute()
spokeThickness = float( sys.argv[ -3 ] )
spokeWidth = float( sys.argv[ -2 ] )
pocketDepth = float( sys.argv[ -1 ] )
main( spokeThickness, spokeWidth, pocketDepth )
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of rigidity test with a pressure, 𝑃, applied near the outer-radius of
the wheel and measuring the resulting displacement, Δ, of the load surface.

Figure 6.2: Fixed displacement boundary conditions are applied to lug (purple) and
hub-mating (green) surfaces, pressure applied to a small region (orange) near the
outer-radius of the wheel.

Unconstrained Sizing Optimization of a Wheel

(a) Spoke thickness (𝑡) and pocket depth
(𝑑).
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(b) Spoke width (𝑤).

Figure 6.3: The design variables for the optimization problem.

Figure 6.4: Creating the load surface by projecting a planar surface onto the wheel’s
surface.

6.2.2 FRM modeling setup
At the core of the optimization process are the routines that setup and
solve the FRM model. Here we describe the flex modeling approach
that will prototype on the nominal part and will then be reused by each
function evaluation robustly and without human-interaction. We begin
by importing a STEP file of the nominal geometry, as exported from
FreeCAD where the geometry was natively modeled. To create the load
surface we create a primitive circular surface and move it to the desired
“in-plane” location, but “hovering” just above the surface of the wheel.
We then project the circular curve of the created surface onto the wheel’s
geometry and imprint the projected curves onto the surface, as shown in
Fig. 6.4. The new surface ID(s) are accessed through the Python API and
are assigned to a new Cubit group called load_surf. The tool surface
and curve are then deleted from the session.
Next, the lug surfaces are identified. Unlike the load surface, these
surfaces already exist in the BREP topology and do not need to be
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Listing 24 The find_lug_surfs() method.
def find_lug_surfs():
lug_surf_ids = []
target = ((-60.49, 79.72, -34.93), (-60.49, 79.72, 34.93),
(0., 79.72, 69.85), (60.49, 79.72, 34.93),
(60.49, 79.72, -34.93), (0., 79.72, -69.85))
for i in range( 0, len( target ) ):
dist = []
S = cubit.get_entities( "surface" )
for sid in S:
center = cubit.surface(sid).center_point()
dx = target[i][0] - center[0]
dy = target[i][1] - center[1]
dz = target[i][2] - center[2]
dist.append( math.sqrt( dx**2 + dy**2 + dz**2 ) )
dist = numpy.array( dist )
lug_surf_ids.append( S[ numpy.argmin( dist ) ] )
return lug_surf_ids

constructed. However, we do not expect that we will be able to rely on
all members of the BREP topology remaining static — variations in size
may lead to necessary changes in BREP topology as shown in Fig. 6.5.
Thus a utility method, find_lug_surfs(), was written to find the lug
surfaces. The method, provided in Listing 24, uses the locations of the
surfaces in the baseline geometry to find the lug surfaces in the modified
geometry: it returns the surfaces whose locations most-closely match the
surface locations in the baseline geometry. This is admittedly “brittle”
in that if the modified geometry appreciably changes the location of
the lug then the wrong surfaces may be returned. It is proposed that
future work investigate machine-learning being developed by the Sandia
Cubit team51 which may provide a simpler and more robust means of
(re)identifying critical surfaces and features in an optimization study.
Currently, Coreform’s implementation of FRM relies upon a triangulation of the physical domain to compute inverse mappings of boundary
condition surfaces.
After creating and assigning load and boundary condition regions
on the nominal geometry we next create the envelope domain and define
the U-spline and FRM properties that will be assigned to the model.
We create a cylindrical primitive volume whose radius matches the
maximum radius of the wheel and height matches the total depth of the
wheel and finally produce a relatively coarse U-spline on the envelope
domain, the results of these steps are shown in (Section 6.2.2).
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(a) Nominal part geometry.
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(b) Minimum material condition part
geometry.

Figure 6.5: Changes in the design variables may result in changes in the part’s BREP
topology. Specifically notice the additional curves and vertices in the hub mating surface
(outlined in red) in the minimum material condition. Also notice the pocket at the bottom
left of the minimum material condition has failed to regenerate. This feature is properly
regenerated in the native FreeCAD model but encountered a STEP translation error.
This failure to regenerate the pocket would result in a failure to construct a tetrahedral
mesh in a traditional FEA-based optimization study, however the FRM analysis is able to
proceed unhindered.

(a) Envelope domain CAD
geometry as Cubit cylinder primitive volume.

(b) Envelope domain with
immersed physical domain of the wheel.

(c) Envelope U-spline with
an immersed representation of the physical domain demonstrating surface sets.
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Listing 25 The variables command block for the unconstrained wheel
optimization problem.
##### DEFINE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES #####
variables
id_variables "variables"
continuous_design 3
initial_point 21 82.5 10
lower_bounds
15 45
8
_
upper bounds
27 120
12
descriptors "spokeThickness" "spokeWidth" "pocketDepth"

6.2.3 DAKOTA optimization setup
Following the same workflow described to setup the FRM model we
prepare a black-box interface for a DAKOTA-based optimization study,
utilizing the same efficient global optimization (EGO) method identified
in the previous sections. We seed the global solver with 20 initial samples,
which DAKOTA automatically selects via Latin hypercube sampling, in
order to produce a good initial surrogate model. We assume, based on
our intuition of the problem, that there will only be a single global and
local solution, so we only request a single final solution from the global
stage.
Variables

We define the independent variables for the problem in DAKOTA using
the variables command block in Listing 25. It’s important that the
names used in the descriptors command matches the variable names
used throughout the DAKOTA input file.

6.3

Results

We posit that the global solution, where the displacement of the load
surface is minimal, should occur at the “maximum-material” condition,
which we summarize in Table 6.1. The computed optimal result is
emphasized in Table 6.1 and is rendered with its simulation results in
Fig. 6.7, while its convergence history is provided in Table 6.2.
We summarize the optimization study in table (Table 6.2) and note that
the computed optimal configuration can be seen in the convergence table
in the 24th trial evaluation. This configuration is effectively equivalent to
the predicted optimal solution in Table 6.1. We also visualize, in Fig. 6.8,
the final objective function surrogate model over the entire design space.
As seen in this figure the response appears well-behaveda and appears to
have a single global minimum. However, while the response has a clear
dependence on the spoke’s thickness and width, it appears to have little
dependence on the pocket depth.

a A less-formal statement than “smooth”
that is based on qualitative observations.
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Table 6.1: Predicted optimal solution based on maximum material configuration.

Case

Spoke Thickness

Spoke Width

Pocket Depth

Maximum Material

27

120

8

Figure 6.7: The optimal model as determined by DAKOTA, overlaid with computed
y-displacements.

Figure 6.8: The objective function, the wheel’s displacement, as a function of the design
variables. Visualized by evaluating the final surrogate function over the variable bounds
/ design space.
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Table 6.2: Convergence history of the unconstrained optimization problem. The most
optimal function evaluation is shown in bold.

Iteration

Eval ID

Spoke Thickness

Spoke Width

Pocket Depth

Displacement

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

22.50096133
15.59641096
19.69239306
25.341109
21.91848463
16.32679694
24.05272399
24.81444135
18.00504321
26.72932547
23.5861598
20.95546317
21.51641259
16.88249574
22.83172969
26.3984396
17.99183565
20.17024838
15.67153784
18.94033505
26.99996613
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.99998871
26.55554427
26.99998871
24.77776649
26.85184056

89.31283199
52.0192912
78.69565091
66.68164423
52.9523141
74.26115072
69.94231445
105.4402771
92.88076682
59.55900067
45.36682861
83.04196449
104.3181635
116.7181489
115.8498414
97.21210115
81.43736401
110.6427757
101.1962573
63.63246146
109.8878474
103.3332628
119.9999294
119.9999294
119.9999294
114.4443739
118.7653615
119.9999294
119.9999294
82.03696647
119.9999294
119.9999294

8.457420984
10.08724877
9.075447999
9.720454235
9.871740876
9.342421017
10.24605128
11.76708679
11.13607741
11.2346684
10.5071582
8.799623394
8.104523842
11.81799242
8.202587471
10.79607986
10.98891086
9.419410935
11.45670914
8.90534352
8.00001129
8.000003763
11.99999624
8.000003763
9.925922163
11.99999624
8.000003763
8.888892652
8.000003763
11.99999624
11.99999624
11.99999624

2.076292898
4.122518355
2.633034889
2.165304211
2.800757052
3.300828798
2.232075875
1.764843635
2.690035203
2.188390448
2.910939288
2.371854148
1.985169248
2.60023225
1.823297123
1.700362598
2.873594316
2.166932846
2.919581299
3.068415059
1.553663709
1.60326016
1.517288108
1.517126608
1.517288108
1.536894909
1.521510538
1.517288108
1.555570741
1.805153484
1.683810486
1.531991786
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Figure 6.9: The locations Coreform IGA function evaluations, colored by their corresponding iteration ID from Table 6.2.

As evidenced by the convergence table (Table 6.2) and Fig. 6.9 a
wide and diverse range of the design space is evaluated. The function
evaluations all use the same simple script to compose the FRM model
and its corresponding U-spline mesh and even in instances where the
geometry may fail to regenerate (see Fig. 6.5) correctly, the FRM approach
is able to proceed without issue as long as the inside/outside evaluations
are able to be computed. This confirms the robustness of the flex
representation method for unconstrained sizing-optimization workflows
on complex geometries.
Each function evaluation took approximately 10 minutes, with the
majority of the time spent in five primary components:
• Building U-spline (≈ 1/2 mins)
• Computing inverse mappings and quadrature schemes (≈ 4 mins)
• Initializing the Coreform IGA analysis (≈ 3 mins)
• Coreform IGA solution computation (≈ 1/2 mins)
• Writing output files (≈ 1/2 mins)
While it is expected that as performance improvements are made
to Coreform Cubit and Coreform IGA that should drastically reduce
the total function evaluation time, these evaluations will always be
considered to be significantly expensive. Throughout the DAKOTA
execution, the function evaluations occurred asynchronously, with five
concurrent function evaluations on four CPUs (one CPU per function
evaluation). The chosen EGO optimization method is able to evaluate any
number of independent function evaluations to compose its surrogate
model. Thus for the global search phase, four “batches” of simulations
(for the requested 20 initial Latin hypercube samples) are executed
requiring approximately 40 minutes to complete this phase.
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Future work to improve the overall efficiency of Coreform Cubit and
Coreform IGA is expected to make this capability more practical for
more complicated models.
Summary: Unconstrained sizing optimization of a wheel
1. The flex representation method, as implemented in Coreform
Cubit and Coreform IGA, yields a robust unconstrained
optimization workflow with minimal user interaction.
2. Rather than requiring extensive defeaturing or other preparation solely for the purpose of mesh-generation this workflow
effectively eliminates meshing as a concern, allowing the
user to focus on defining their physics and calibrating optimization problems to their desired level of fidelity.

7

Constrained Sizing Optimization of a Wheel

7.1

Purpose

In this section we now apply the optimization framework developed
in this project onto the Customer’s motivating problem: constrained
optimization of a wheel’s geometry to minimize weight while still passing
rigidity tests. The rigidity test is the same as described in Chapter 6
and we retain the same design variables. However, in this optimization
problem we will now try to minimize the volume (weight) of the wheel
without exceeding a maximum displacementa and without exceeding
a pre-determined von Mises stress anywhere in the wheel. The formal
constrained problem statement is provided in Eq. (6.1) and, unlike the
previous problems, we are no longer able to intuit the optimal solution.
minimize
by varying

Volume
15 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 27
45 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 120
8 ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 12

subject to

(7.1)

Δ≤4
𝜎VM ≤ 3 × 108

7.2

Methodology

No modifications are required to any of the code used to automate the
FreeCAD and Coreform Cubit workflows. The only necessary changes
are to the DAKOTA input file, the DAKOTA interface files, and the
objective & constraint function routines.

7.2.1

DAKOTA input ﬁle

Responses

The responses command block for the problem is provided in Listing 26.
The ordering of the arguments to the descriptors command must
match the ordering of the subsequent objective_functions and nonlin
ear_inequality_constraints commands.

7.2.2 Objective function calculation
An additional Python method, get_wheel_volume(), is needed to calculate the volume of the wheel. This method simply calls Coreform Cubit
68

a a large displacement corresponds to a
less-rigid wheel, which is detrimental for
stability during turns.
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Listing 26 The responses command block
##### DEFINE THE RESPONSE VARIABLES #####
responses
id_responses "responsesGlobal"
descriptors "volume" "displacement" "max_mises_stress"
objective_functions = 1
scalar_objectives 1
nonlinear_inequality_constraints 2
upper_bound 4.0 3e8
no_gradients
no_hessians

Listing 27 The get_wheel_volume Python method.
def get_wheel_volume( ):
cubit.cmd("reset")
cubit.cmd("import step 'rimModel-Part.step' noheal")
volume = cubit.volume(1).volume()
return volume

and performs a volume query on the STEP file exported from FreeCAD.
However this value could have been written to a file while modifying the
geometry in FreeCAD, then read by DAKOTA as the objective function.

7.2.3 Constraint function calculation
Whereas in Chapter 4 we probed the stress at a known location to act as our
constraint, for this problem we do not know where the maximum stress
will be located for arbitrary selections of the design variables. Coreform
IGA does not yet have the ability to find and return the maximum stress
value, therefore we will need to query all the stress values throughout
the wheel and return the maximum value. As Coreform IGA currently
outputs stress values at quadrature points, encoded within a VTK fileb ,
we write a Python method (provided in Listing 28) that returns the
maximum von Mises stress.
7.3

Results

We summarize the optimization study in table (Table 7.1) and note that
the computed optimal configuration can be seen emphasized in the
convergence table at the 22nd trial evaluation. The computed optimal
result is rendered with the simulation’s computed von Mises stress
results in Fig. 7.1. We also visualize, in Figs. 7.2 to 7.4, the final surrogate
models for the objective and constraint functions over the entire design
space. Similar to the observations made in Chapter 6, the objective

b VTK is the native file format for the
Visualization Toolkit library.
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Listing 28 The get_max_mises_stress Python method.
import vtkmodules.all as vtk
def get_max_mises_stress():
filename = "wheel_stress_results_ts000001.vtu"
reader = vtk.vtkXMLUnstructuredGridReader()
reader.SetFileName( filename )
reader.Update()
output = reader.GetOutput()
max_mises_stress = -1 * float( "inf" )
stressArray = output.GetPointData().GetArray("stress")
for i in range( 0, output.GetNumberOfPoints() ):
stress = stressArray.GetTuple6(i)
v1 = ( stress[0] - stress[1] )**2
v2 = ( stress[1] - stress[2] )**2
v3 = ( stress[2] - stress[0] )**2
v4 = 6*( stress[3]**2 + stress[4]**2 + stress[5]**2 )
mises_stress = math.sqrt( ( v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 ) / 2.0 )
if mises_stress > max_mises_stress:
max_mises_stress = mises_stress
return max_mises_stress

(Fig. 7.2) and displacement constraint (Fig. 7.3) functions both appear
well-behaved. Furthermore, they appear to be inversely proportional to
each other which is consistent with our intuition that the less material
constituting a solid body the less stiff it will generally be. We also find
that the displacement constraint is not active within the design spacec
thus the entire design space is feasible for this constraint.
Inspection of the stress constraint function response in Fig. 7.4 suggests that it is not as well-behaved as the volume and displacement
functions. This is consistent with our findings regarding stress results in
Chapter 4. Unlike the displacement constraint, the stress constraint is
active within the design space and is denoted with a black contour line
in Table 7.2. In Fig. 7.5 we can see that the computed optimal solution
is found near the contour line, and through inspection of Table 7.2 is
within the feasible domain.

c at least for this surrogate function.
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Figure 7.1: The optimal model as determined by DAKOTA, overlaid with computed von
Mises stress.

Constrained sizing optimization of a wheel
1. The flex representation method, as implemented in Coreform Cubit and Coreform IGA, yields a robust constrained
optimization workflow with minimal user interaction.
2. Rather than requiring extensive defeaturing or other preparation solely for the purpose of mesh-generation this workflow
effectively eliminates meshing as a concern, allowing the
user to focus on defining their physics and calibrating optimization problems to their desired level of fidelity.
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Table 7.1: Design variable convergence history of the constrained optimization problem.
The most optimal function evaluation is shown in bold.

Iteration

Eval ID

Spoke Thickness

Spoke Width

Pocket Depth

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

19.96432526
26.84286888
20.60181120
15.27186150
22.65614236
19.10813091
23.72514954
26.19905268
23.11184275
16.93055227
24.21117054
16.27704883
21.36047128
17.67384648
25.11302366
19.76961766
15.77214907
18.47523585
25.68138990
21.74160064
19.45694254
19.14818202
19.21680299
21.00000000

83.83795987
100.2763610
95.97738136
68.24951913
72.68448458
47.66680304
88.36903369
107.1330720
66.22564997
51.46213573
53.83915572
62.57783332
78.27606694
90.62128752
56.57579219
112.8586666
111.2060870
119.2022809
80.86280959
103.4173469
62.08009450
48.70391539
48.86508098
82.50000000

10.99211243
10.44023739
9.147033391
11.18450040
8.796214791
9.279852258
8.286710941
11.28006063
8.139556144
8.911394768
9.486807858
11.80073353
10.06362875
10.67862652
10.35999628
9.902586715
8.496923519
9.603418379
11.77419553
11.53074776
11.12421887
9.442722711
10.17284327
10.00000000

Figure 7.2: The objective function, the wheel’s volume, as a function of the design
variables. Visualized by evaluating the final surrogate function over the variable bounds
/ design space.
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Table 7.2: Convergence history of the unconstrained optimization problem. The most
optimal function evaluation is shown in bold.

Iteration

Eval ID

Volume

Displacement

Von Mises Stress

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

6263545.828
7121254.580
6471298.498
5647919.498
6340122.282
5553203.476
6685141.633
7119351.341
6256652.215
5496466.847
6044837.474
5637627.639
6315035.742
6129638.986
6174121.475
6510072.030
6100515.383
6405072.282
6730716.806
6638215.627
5874725.588
5579375.949
5583677.305
6344864.986

2.049540673
1.339487682
1.828259574
3.018553699
1.909038064
2.886014704
1.645073711
1.342823605
1.976047563
3.239147291
2.113621972
3.021888172
1.925888967
2.260446745
1.977073502
1.792559944
2.318462208
1.914888526
1.584180433
1.645898210
2.441586989
2.850390744
2.835395519
1.936280593

225365165.0
176333047.1
214411212.7
300258545.0
215787647.1
302347936.7
184214463.5
163863709.4
230559956.1
365337109.5
253999598.3
324630272.2
235123340.9
217912020.7
221852908.0
171148983.1
216755402.2
168323274.1
186850361.6
200305056.3
254559215.6
296059936.1
294075028.8
237261999.4

Figure 7.3: The displacement constraint response as a function of the design variables.
The maximum allowed displacement value, 4.0, is not violated in this surrogate function
meaning that the entire design space is feasible for this constraint. Visualized by
evaluating the final surrogate function over the variable bounds / design space.
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Figure 7.4: The von Mises constraint response as a function of the design variables. The
maximum value, 3 × 108 , is represented by a black contour line. The feasible space are the
values lower than this value, which is generally to the left of the line in the visualization.
Visualized by evaluating the final surrogate function over the variable bounds / design
space.

Figure 7.5: The locations Coreform IGA function evaluations, colored by their corresponding iteration ID from Table 7.1. The computed optimal solution corresponds to
Iteration ID = 3, which can be found in the cluster at the far right.

8

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that highly-robust, fully-automated workflows
for sizing-optimization studies can be developed around the flex representation method. The use of FRM within the workflows developed
in this project relegated meshing concerns to a mere afterthought. The
majority of the effort in this project focused instead primarily on setting
up the framework and handling execution & communication between
DAKOTA, FreeCAD, Coreform Cubit, Coreform IGA, and Python.
Improving the integration of optimization tools with Coreform Cubit
and Coreform IGA is an area of need, as evidenced by the high level
of effort required to setup and maintain the optimization workflows.
One possible solution is to develop optimization capabilities within the
Coreform ecosystem, perhaps even directly within Coreform IGA. Even
in the case that Coreform develops native optimization capabilities, the
flexibility provided by the DAKOTA optimization framework proved
incredibly useful — allowing the coupling of multiple self-contained
software packages in this workflow. Another solution, therefore, would
be to develop a direct simulation interface for Coreform Cubit and
Coreform IGA to communicate directlya with DAKOTA. Such an interface
would at least simplify the analysis portion of the workflow development
thus allowing the Customer to focus on the interface between their CAD
platform and DAKOTA.
There are several proposed improvements to Coreform Cubit and
Coreform IGA that would further improve the robustness and performance of the optimization workflow, while also reducing the manual
effort required to setup the workflow. The primary need is to improve the
accuracyb of stresses that are computed in Coreform IGA. A secondary
need, that is related to the first, is to improve the performance and
scalability of FRM-related routines in Coreform Cubit and Coreform
IGA. As these routines improve in their overall efficiency the Customer
will be able to use more refined meshes with higher-order elementsc
which should then improve the accuracy of computed stresses.
Another improvement would be a native Coreform IGA output format
with an associated API that permits easy access and computation from
Python or some other language, rather than relying upon the relatively
undocumented VTK Python module. Alternatively post-processing
routines, such as a hypothetical extract_maximum_value, could be added
to Coreform IGA which could potentially negate the need to output
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a i.e., in-memory communication.

b or at least minimize the variability of
stresses as shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7.

c e.g., 𝒫 ≥3 .
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full-field solution files altogether. Or, rather than specific routines in
Coreform IGA, the existing user-subroutine interface could be extended
to permit the user to write a custom post-processing routine.
In addition to the proposed improvements to Coreform IGA, several
improvements were identified for Coreform Cubit. The first of these is to
expand Coreform Cubit to support parametric modeling. If a parametric
model from a traditional CAD applicationd could be translated into
a parametric model within Coreform Cubit then the reliance on the
CAD application could be eliminated within this workflow. If Coreform
Cubit was then tightly integrated with DAKOTA, such as through the
direct simulation interface, this could drastically simplify setting up the
modeling workflow.
Another feature that could be developed would be to expand the
nascent machine-learning capabilities in Coreform Cubit to support the
recognition of load and boundary condition surfaces, as well as other
key features of the model. A user could then conceivably train the
machine-learning model by selecting the features on the baseline model
and perhaps be prompted to assist / add to the training-set on function
evaluations with high uncertainty in identifying the features.
Notwithstanding the extensive proposed improvements identified
above, the workflows demonstrated in this project represent a significant
advancement for the sizing-optimization problem provided by the Customer. As the proposed improvements are implemented, future studies
should be conducted to explore optimization of nonlinear function evaluations such as problems involving contact, plasticity, large-deformation,
or coupled-physics. Other classes of optimization, such as shape and
topology optimization, should also be explored.

d e.g., CATIA, Creo, SolidWorks, UGX.
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Appendices

A

Considering Recent Updates to Coreform IGA

The hierarchical octree refinement of quadrature on cut cells was identified by Coreform as a significant source of error. Coreform identified
the recently published quadrature work of Antolin et al. which defines
quadrature on curved polyhedra – such as the polyhedra observed on
a cut-cell’s interface – using folded decompositions. This work has
been adapted by Coreform, primarily through Chris Whetten’s own
dissertation, and implemented within Coreform IGA.
The parameter sweep from Chapter 5 was rerun and the results are
shown in Fig. A.1. While this new quadrature scheme has improved the
accuracy (per quadrature point) of solutions, there is still a noticeable
mesh-dependency on the stress results obtained at the maximum stress
location. This is evidenced by an oscillation of the observed maximum
principal stress in Fig. A.1, the period of which is equivalent to the size
of the elements in the mesh.
Additionally, in Fig. A.2 we compare the stress results against the
condition number of the linear system’s stiffness matrix as computed by
Coreform IGA. The condition number of symmetric matrix, such as the
stiffness matrix computed by Coreform IGA, is defined as the ratio of the
maximal and minimal eigenvalues (Eq. (A.1)).
𝜅 (𝐴) =

|𝜆max (𝐴)|
|𝜆min (𝐴)|

(A.1)

As evidenced by these results, future work is still needed to improve
(probed) stress results in Coreform IGA, before Coreform IGA can be
effectively used in stress-constrained, or stress-objective, optimization
problems. It is expected that this work will largely focus on improving
conditioninga but, to a lesser extent, may also include exploring stressrecovery techniques.
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a Of particular note are the works [53] and
[54].
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Figure A.1: Updated results of the parameter sweep analysis for the plate with a hole
using latest development build of Coreform IGA. Each period corresponds to the radius
of the hole moving in-between elements.

Figure A.2: A separate study of the parameter sweep analysis for the plate with a hole,
comparing the oscillations to the conditioning of the problem’s linear system.

Bézier Extraction Example

First, we compute the global extraction operator that we construct by
decomposing the 𝒫 3 𝒞 2 spline shown in Fig. B.1 into a 𝒫 3 𝒞 0 spline. To do
this we will iteratively reduce the continuity of the basis functions, of each
control-point, until we’ve achieved our desired continuity. This is not
a rigorous theoretical presentation of Bézier decomposition, but rather
is meant to supplement such descriptionsa with a geometric approach
that clearly shows how a spline encodes its decomposition operator (and
thus its extraction operator) in its structure.
Here we will denote the spline basis functions with a superscript
denoting the iteration e.g. 𝑁10 is the first basis function of the initial
(zeroth) iteration, 𝑁41 is the fourth basis function of the first iteration.
We will similarly use 𝑋10 to refer to the coordinates of the first node (i.e.
control point) in the zeroth iteration, 𝑋41 to the coordinates of the fourth
node in the first iteration, etc.

Figure B.1: Initial 𝒫 3 𝒞 2 spline showing the control net and spline curve in the top
axis and the global basis functions, with dashed vertical lines denoting the element
boundaries, in the bottom axis.
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B
a See, for instance55 ,35 ,13 ,14 .
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Iteration 1: 𝒫 3 𝒞 2 → 𝒫 3 𝒞 1 Referencing the plot of the basis function
in Fig. B.1 we process each basis function from left-to-right.
1. The 𝑁10 basis function (blue) is already at its minimum continuity
on all of its interfaces.
𝑋11 = 𝑋10
2. The 𝑁20 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁10 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋21 = 𝑋20
3. The 𝑁20 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁30 basis
function across one element boundary. Insert one equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋31 =

𝑋20 + 𝑋30

1
2



4. The 𝑁30 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁40 basis function across two element boundaries. Insert two equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋41 =
𝑋51 =

1
3
1
3

2𝑋30 + 𝑋40



𝑋30 + 2𝑋40



5. The 𝑁40 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁50 basis function across two element boundaries. Insert two equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋61 =
𝑋71 =

1
3
1
3

2𝑋40 + 𝑋50



𝑋40 + 2𝑋50



6. The 𝑁50 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁60 basis
function across one element boundary. Insert one equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋81 =

1
2

𝑋50 + 𝑋60



7. The 𝑁60 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁70 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋91 = 𝑋60
8. The 𝑁70 basis function is already at its minimum continuity on all
of its interfaces.
1
𝑋10
= 𝑋70
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Figure B.2: Intermediate 𝒫 3 𝒞 1 spline showing the control net and spline curve in the
top axis and the global basis functions, with dashed vertical lines denoting the element
boundaries, in the bottom axis.

These geometric operations can be encoded in the following matrix
form:

M𝒞

2 →𝒞 1

1 0 0 0
1 0 0
1
1
2
2 0
2
0 3 13
0 13 23
0 0 23
0 0 13
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

©
0

0

0

0
=
0

0

0

0
«0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
ª
0®
®
0®
®
0®
®
0®
®
1
0®
3
®
2
0®
3
®
1
1
2
2 0®
®
0 1 0®
0 0 1¬
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Iteration 2: 𝒫 3 𝒞 1 → 𝒫 3 𝒞 0
1. The 𝑁11 basis function (blue) is already at its minimum continuity
on all of its interfaces.
𝑋12 = 𝑋11
2. The 𝑁21 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁11 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋22 = 𝑋21
3. The 𝑁31 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁21 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋32 = 𝑋31
4. The 𝑁31 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁41 basis
function across one element boundary. Insert one equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋42 =

1
2

𝑋31 + 𝑋41



5. The 𝑁41 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁51 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋52 = 𝑋41
6. The 𝑁51 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁41 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋62 = 𝑋51
7. The 𝑁51 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁61 basis
function across one element boundary. Insert one equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
𝑋72 =

1
2

𝑋51 + 𝑋61



8. The 𝑁61 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁71 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋82 = 𝑋61
9. The 𝑁71 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁61 basis
function across zero interfaces.
𝑋92 = 𝑋71
10. The 𝑁71 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁81 basis
function across one element boundary. Insert one equally-distanced
control-point in between the two basis functions’ respective controlpoints and capture the operator that encodes this procedure.
2
𝑋10
=

1
2

𝑋71 + 𝑋81
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11. The 𝑁81 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁91 basis
function across zero interfaces.
2
𝑋11
= 𝑋81
1
12. The 𝑁91 basis function interacts with its neighboring 𝑁10
basis
function across zero interfaces.
2
𝑋12
= 𝑋91
1
13. The 𝑁10
basis function is already at its minimum continuity on all
of its interfaces.
2
1
𝑋13
= 𝑋10

These geometric operations can be encoded in the following matrix
form:

M𝒞

1 →𝒞 0

1 0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

©
0

0

0

0

0

= 0

0

0

0
0

0

«0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1
1
2
2 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 12 12
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
2 0
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0 0 1
0 0 0
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0®
®
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Figure B.3: Final 𝒫 3 𝒞 0 spline showing the control net and spline curve in the top axis and
the global basis functions, with dashed vertical lines denoting the element boundaries,
in the bottom axis.
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The full decomposition operator, M𝒞 →𝒞 is then computed from the
composition of these two operators, e.g. matrix multiplication:
2

M𝒞

2 →𝒞 0

= M𝒞

M𝒞

2 →𝒞 0

1 →𝒞 0

◦ M𝒞

2 →𝒞 1

1 0
1

0
0

1
2
1
4

1
2
7
12
2
3
1
3
1
6

©
0

0

0

0

0

= 0

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
0
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0
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0

0
0
0
0
0
0

= M𝒞

0
0
0
1
6
1
3
2
3
2
3
2
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1
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1
6

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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0
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6
1
3
2
3
7
12
1
2

0
0

1 →𝒞 0
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0
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(B.1)

And as discussed in the text, the global Bézier extraction operator is
simply the transpose of the decomposition operator
1 0
1
0
0
0
0
0

©
0

0

g
C = 0

0

0
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0

0
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2
1
2

1
4
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(B.2)

We can recover the smooth spline basis functions by applying this
operator onto the extracted basis functions as previously described in
Eq. (2.11). By applying the matrix-vector multiplication of this extraction
operator row-by-row, now using 𝑁 to refer to the smooth-spline basis
functions and 𝐵 to refer to the extracted 𝒞 0 basis functions (i.e. Bézier
basis functions), we can see how this recovers the smooth-spline basis
𝑁1 = 1 · 𝐵1
1
1
· 𝐵3 + · 𝐵4
2
4
1
7
2
1
1
= · 𝐵3 +
· 𝐵4 + · 𝐵5 + · 𝐵6 + · 𝐵7
2
12
3
3
6
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
= · 𝐵4 + · 𝐵5 + · 𝐵6 + · 𝐵7 + · 𝐵7 + · 𝐵8 + · 𝐵9
6
3
3
3
3
3
6
1
1
2
7
1
= · 𝐵7 + · 𝐵8 + · 𝐵9 +
· 𝐵1 0 + · 𝐵11
6
3
3
12
2
1
1
= · 𝐵10 + · 𝐵11 + 1 · 𝐵12
4
2
= 1 · 𝐵13

𝑁2 = 1 · 𝐵2 +
𝑁3
𝑁4
𝑁5
𝑁6
𝑁7
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Finally, for completeness the basis functions for the smooth-spline
and 𝒞 0 -spline are provided
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−64 𝑥 3 + 48 𝑥 2 − 12 𝑥 + 1
0
112 𝑥 3 − 72 𝑥 2 + 12 𝑥
−16 𝑥 3 + 24 𝑥 2 − 12 𝑥 + 2
0
3
2
24 𝑥 − 1763 𝑥
112 𝑥 3
− 48 𝑥 2 + 18 𝑥 − 23
3
3
− 323𝑥 + 24 𝑥 2 − 18 𝑥 + 29
0

if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 14
otherwise


if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41 
if 𝑥 ∈ 41 , 21
otherwise


if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41


if 𝑥 ∈ 14 , 12


if 𝑥 ∈ 12 , 34
otherwise


32 𝑥 3
if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41 
3
if 𝑥 ∈  14 , 12 
−32 𝑥 3 + 32 𝑥 2 − 8 𝑥 + 23
22
3
2
32 𝑥 − 64 𝑥 + 40 𝑥 − 3
if 𝑥 ∈ 12 , 34


3
− 323𝑥 + 32 𝑥 2 − 32 𝑥 + 32
if 𝑥 ∈ 34 , 1
3
0
otherwise


32 𝑥 3
1
2
if 𝑥 ∈ 41 , 12
3 −8𝑥 +2𝑥 − 6


3
− 1123 𝑥 + 64 𝑥 2 − 34 𝑥 + 35
if 𝑥 ∈ 21 , 34
6


176 𝑥 3
− 152 𝑥 2 + 128 𝑥 − 104
if 𝑥 ∈ 43 , 1
3
3
0
otherwise

16 𝑥 3 − 24 𝑥 2 + 12 𝑥 − 2
if 𝑥 ∈  12 , 34 
−112 𝑥 3 + 264 𝑥 2 − 204 𝑥 + 52 if 𝑥 ∈ 34 , 1
0
otherwise


64 𝑥 3 − 144 𝑥 2 + 108 𝑥 − 27 if 𝑥 ∈ 43 , 1
0
otherwise
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Bézier Extraction Example
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−64 𝑥 3 + 48 𝑥 2 − 12 𝑥 + 1 if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41
0
otherwise


3
2
192 𝑥 − 96 𝑥 + 12 𝑥 if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41
0
otherwise


2
3
48 𝑥 − 192 𝑥
if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 14
0
otherwise


3
64 𝑥
if 𝑥 ∈ 0, 41 
−64 𝑥 3 + 96 𝑥 2 − 48 𝑥 + 8 if 𝑥 ∈ 41 , 12
0
otherwise

3
2
192 𝑥 − 240 𝑥 + 96 𝑥 − 12 if 𝑥 ∈ 14 , 12
0
otherwise


3
2
−192 𝑥 + 192 𝑥 − 60 𝑥 + 6 if 𝑥 ∈ 41 , 12
0
otherwise


3
2
64 𝑥 − 48 𝑥 + 12 𝑥 − 1
if 𝑥 ∈  41 , 12 
−64 𝑥 3 + 144 𝑥 2 − 108 𝑥 + 27 if 𝑥 ∈ 21 , 34
0
otherwise


192 𝑥 3 − 384 𝑥 2 + 252 𝑥 − 54 if 𝑥 ∈ 21 , 34
0
otherwise

−192 𝑥 3 + 336 𝑥 2 − 192 𝑥 + 36 if 𝑥 ∈ 21 , 34
0
otherwise


64 𝑥 3 − 96 𝑥 2 + 48 𝑥 − 8
if 𝑥 ∈  21 , 34 
−64 𝑥 3 + 192 𝑥 2 − 192 𝑥 + 64 if 𝑥 ∈ 43 , 1
0
otherwise


3
2
192 𝑥 − 528 𝑥 + 480 𝑥 − 144 if 𝑥 ∈ 43 , 1
0
otherwise

3
2
−192 𝑥 + 480 𝑥 − 396 𝑥 + 108 if 𝑥 ∈ 43 , 1
0
otherwise


3
2
64 𝑥 − 144 𝑥 + 108 𝑥 − 27 if 𝑥 ∈ 34 , 1
0
otherwise
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Preparing an Optimization Study using the
DAKOTA Graphical User Interface

We begin by creating a new DAKOTA project as demonstrated in Fig. C.1.
Next, we create a new DAKOTA study, as shown in Fig. C.2. We skip
the prompt to import an existing file defining variables or responses
(Fig. C.3) as we will create these in a future dialog. The next dialog is a
wizard that provides guidance to determining which method might be a
good choice for the optimization problem. While not strictly necessary,
as the analyst can fill these values directly in the input file, it can be a
useful tool for novices. We next are presented with dialogs that aid in
the creation of variables (Fig. C.5) and responses (Fig. C.6).
The final dialog in the new DAKOTA study wizard is to specify
the interface. In the dialog for Select an analysis driver file for
DAKOTA (Fig. C.7) the analyst must select a (Python) script that will be
invoked by each evaluation. It may be necessary to create an empty file,
properly named, in order to select the file in the dialog and permit the
template creation. After completing the new DAKOTA study wizard the
DAKOTA GUI will populate the “Project Explorer” with the objects that
the user has created, as can be seen in Fig. C.8. The next step is to create
a new “script-based DAKOTA driver” via the associated wizard tool and
is shown in Fig. C.9.
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Preparing an Optimization Study using the DAKOTA Graphical User Interface

Figure C.1: Dialog for creating a new DAKOTA project.
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Figure C.2: Dialog for creating a new DAKOTA study within a DAKOTA project.
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Figure C.3: Dialog for importing existing variable/response files. For this problem, skip
this import by clicking the “Next” button.
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Figure C.4: Wizard dialog for assisting with selecting a DAKOTA method for the study.
While not strictly necessary for creating the template files, this is a useful aid.

Preparing an Optimization Study using the DAKOTA Graphical User Interface

Figure C.5: Dialog for creating study variables (e.g. design variables).

Figure C.6: Dialog for creating study responses (e.g. objective functions).
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Figure C.7: Dialog for creating the analysis interface. An empty, but properly named,
Python file is created by the analyst externally to reference in the “Select an analysis
driver file for DAKOTA” dialog.
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Figure C.8: Example of DAKOTA’s “Project Explorer” GUI component as it might appear
after creating a new DAKOTA study.
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Figure C.9: Initial dialog for creating a new “script-based DAKOTA driver.”
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Figure C.10: Creating a new Python interface script to serve as the DAKOTA driver.
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Figure C.11: Dialog for “linking” the DAKOTA input file and the evaluation function
within the DAKOTA driver.

Figure C.12: Dialog for creating a template file for passing parameters into the evaluation
function.
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Figure C.13: Dialog for creating a Python module that will handle communicating
“quantities of interest” (e.g. responses) back to DAKOTA.

Figure C.14: Dialog for specifying the parsing of the quantities of interest file by DAKOTA.
The text box on the left is a “sandbox” that returns the value shown in the bottom text
box, when evaluated by the logic defined by the content on the right-half of the dialog.
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Figure C.15: Final dialog for specifying DAKOTA driver, specifying how the driver will
execute the evaluation function.

Coreform IGA Input File for Plate-with-Hole
Problem

{
"label": "plate_with_hole_baseline",
"coreform_iga_version": 2022.3,
"material_definitions":
[
{
"label": "coupon_material",
"mass_density": 1e-4,
"linear_elastic":
{
"youngs_modulus": 100e6,
"poissons_ratio": 0.33
},
},
],
"function_definitions":
[
{
"label": "constant_1",
"constant": {
"value": 1,
}
},
],
"interval_definitions":
[
{
"label": "problem_interval",
"start_time": 0.0,
"stop_time": 1.0,
},
{
"label": "problem_output_interval",
"use_start_stop_from_interval": "problem_interval",
"time_increment": 1.0
}
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],
"frm_model_definitions":
[
{
"label": "flex_1",
"database_name": "plate_with_hole_geom",
"database_type": "flex",
"sets": {
"plate": {
"material": "coupon_material",
"material_model": [ "linear_elastic" ],
"cut_cell_options": {
"external_stiffness_scaling": 1e-5,
"external_mass_scaling": 1e-9
}
},
},
},
],
"problem_control": {
"active_problems": [ "apply_load" ]
},
"problem_definitions":
[
{
"label": "apply_load",
"solid_mechanics_problem":
{
"frm_model": "flex_1",
"problem_interval": "problem_interval",
"time_stepping_method": "implicit_static",
"time_stepping_definitions":
[
{
"label": "implicit_static",
"continuation":
{
"nonlinear_solver": "newton_raphson"
},
},
{
"label": "implicit_dynamic",
"implicit_midpoint":
{
"nonlinear_solver": "newton_raphson"
}
}
],
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"nonlinear_equation_solver_definitions":
[
{
"label": "newton_raphson",
"newton":
{
"target_relative_residual": 1e-6,
"linear_solver": "direct_lu"
}
}
],
"linear_equation_solver_definitions":
[
{
"label": "direct_lu",
"petsc_linear_equation_solver":
{
"solution_method": "superlu"
}
}
],
"boundary_condition_definitions":
[
{
"label": "x_symmetry",
"variable": "displacement",
"components": [ "x" ],
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "x_symmetry",
"scale_factor": 0.0,
"penalty": 1e10,
},
{
"label": "y_symmetry",
"variable": "displacement",
"components": [ "y" ],
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "y_symmetry",
"scale_factor": 0.0,
"penalty": 1e10,
}
],
"load_condition_definitions":
[
{
"label": "load_surf",
"uniform":{
"pressure": {
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"scale_factor": -1000
},
},
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "load_surf"
}
],
"probe_definitions":
[
{
"label": "probe_displacement",
"field_probe":
{
"displacement":
{
"displacement_components": [ "x" ]
},
"field_variable_configuration": "reference",
"location": [ 50, 25, 0 ],
"location_configuration": "reference"
}
},
{
"label": "probe_stress",
"field_probe":
{
"stress":
{
"stress_components": [ "xx", "yy", "zz", "xy", "yz", "xz" ],
},
"field_variable_configuration": "reference",
"location": [ 0, #(y), 0 ],
"location_configuration": "reference"
}
}
],
"output_definitions":
[
{
"label": "corner_displacement",
"field_output":{
"database_name": "pwh_displacement",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"field_variables": ["displacement"],
"sets": [ "plate" ]
}
},
{
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"label": "stress_field_output",
"field_output":{
"database_name": "pwh_stress",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"field_variables": ["stress", "displacement"],
"sets": [ "plate" ]
}
},
{
"label": "probe_output",
"history_output":{
"database_name": "probe_data",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"probe_variables": [ "probe_displacement", "probe_stress"]
}
}
]
}
}
]
}

Coreform IGA Input File for Wheel Rigidity Test
Problem

{
"label": "wheel_rim_rigidity",
"coreform_iga_version": 2022.3,
"material_definitions":
[
{
"label": "aluminum",
"mass_density": 2.679e-3,
// g - mm - s - mN - Pa
"elastic":
{
"youngs_modulus": 72.39e9,
"poissons_ratio": 0.33
},
},
],
"function_definitions":
[
{
"label": "constant_1",
"constant": {
"value": 1,
}
}
],
"interval_definitions":
[
{
"label": "problem_interval",
"start_time": 0.0,
"stop_time": 1.0,
},
{
"label": "problem_output_interval",
"use_start_stop_from_interval": "problem_interval",
"time_increment": 1.0
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}
],
"frm_model_definitions":
[
{
"label": "flex_1",
"database_name": "wheel_rim_geom",
"database_type": "flex",
"sets": {
"wheel_rim": {
"material": "aluminum",
"material_model": [ "elastic" ],
"cut_cell_options": {
"external_stiffness_scaling": 1e-9,
"external_mass_scaling": 1e-9
}
},
},
},
],
"problem_control": {
"active_problems": [ "apply_load" ]
},
"problem_definitions":
[
{
"label": "apply_load",
"solid_mechanics_problem":{
"frm_model": "flex_1",
"problem_interval": "problem_interval",
"time_stepping_method": "implicit_static",
"time_stepping_definitions":
[
{
"label": "implicit_static",
"continuation":
{
"nonlinear_solver": "newton_raphson"
},
}
],
"nonlinear_equation_solver_definitions":
[
{
"label": "newton_raphson",
"newton":
{
"target_relative_residual": 1e-6,
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"linear_solver": "direct_lu"
}
}
],
"linear_equation_solver_definitions":
[
{
"label": "direct_lu",
"petsc_linear_equation_solver":
{
"solution_method": "superlu"
}
}
],
"boundary_condition_definitions":
[
{
"label": "hold_lugs",
"variable": "displacement",
"components": [ "x", "y", "z" ],
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "lug_surfs",
"scale_factor": 0.0,
"penalty": 1e10,
},
{
"label": "hold_hub_mating",
"variable": "displacement",
"components": [ "x", "y", "z" ],
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "hub_mate_surf",
"scale_factor": 0.0,
"penalty": 1e10,
}
],
"load_condition_definitions":
[
{
"label": "apply_pressure",
"uniform": {
"pressure": { "scale_factor": 1e9 },
},
"function": "constant_1",
"set": "load_surf"
}
],
"probe_definitions":
[
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{
"label": "probe_displacement",
"field_probe":
{
"displacement":
{
"displacement_components": [ "y" ]
},
"field_variable_configuration": "reference",
"location": [ -0.0491882, 109.812, -229.418 ],
"location_configuration": "reference"
}
},
],
"output_definitions":
[
{
"label": "field_output",
"field_output":{
"database_name": "wheel_results",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"field_variables": [ "displacement" ],
"sets": [ "wheel_rim" ]
}
},
{
"label": "stress_field_output",
"field_output":{
"database_name": "wheel_stress_results",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"field_variables": [ "displacement", "stress" ],
"sets": [ "wheel_rim" ]
}
},
{
"label": "probe_output",
"history_output":{
"database_name": "probe_data",
"output_interval": "problem_output_interval",
"probe_variables": [ "probe_displacement" ]
}
}
],
}
}
]
}

